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cerco $60.oo
Euge.no Alderete reducido on
$60.00 y
propr. pers
prop,
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'"'z- casa
jocoro Jiron elevado
y carro $160.00
IsmaelSerna elevado terreno
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a valuation of $4.40 on the sheep
owned
by him, in Catron Countv.
aa before.
No 45. Box Lake,
District
Last week we reported that
District No 47.
Emil Blanknag-lraised on the w ork of plastering the Gaunt
Diamond Bar Cattle Co., Silver
House $200.oo Und 2oo cows Building was nearing completion
City N, M. raised on 49o cattle
fegadio $308. oo
$4,6oo.oo
but for some reason it takes
$11.270.oo
Distrito no 17
3o
on
a
Fidel
raised
to "put the mud on"around
Armijo
long
Diamond Bar Cattle Co.. Hugh
El cuepro dia cnmisionados se Etigenio Padiila reducido on ICO
land
Emil
the
$9oo.co
m
2
Kiehne
elevado
County
Superintendent
horfses
35
Hodges, Mgr. raised on
reunio esto cinco de junio, 1922 ac-- rs $32Q.G0 y 2 cab. $50.00 y cerco $120.oo '
E.J. Windsor raised on 38 cows Office windows, that we phalli
oo
$875.
como cuerpo de igualamiento, reducido on mej. $2(i0.00
M. D. Romero elevado
havo to wait awhile to report
casca
Mines Co.. care of $874.oo
ieodoro Padiila clevado en 4
habiendn esrado preserves Mr W.
Jno. Jones Quemado raised on the work complete.
$1000. oo
'S. J. Kidder. G.M. pi ant. $30, 000.
J. Jones y el Sr Anstaeio Baca cab. $100.00 5 vacas $115.00 imD.y earro $250 oo
2oa D. F. land $600.00
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Fraser and
oo
Rito Live Stock and Cattle Co,
comisionados, Sr Leondro Baca,
Mercancia? y mueb $800. oo
$loo.oo
implements
10. Coates raised on
M.
little
Mdse.
daughters, of Magdalen
1
aguacilmayor pr Esteban Baca, .elevado on atarque. $1 000 00
Candelario Chavez rsised on 33 spent a few days in Reserve
Distrito no 18
000.oo
$2
diputadoy" Sr A. T. Chavez, mej. $1,000.00 y 4 mulas $200.
Reserve Merc. Co.
The Glenn Land & Cattle Co. cows $759.00 and 6 hoises $150-0- visitingwith relatives.
elevado
00 1 amnion $100.00
.escribano de condado.
edificio $1300.oo and Mercainia? Finos Altos, N. M. raised on 536
Miss Ethel Johnson of Reserv
E! cuerpo de igualamiento y
The board took a recess nntill. is
cows $12.S28.oo
'$2(i00.oo
spending the week on the Tul
Farreii
elevado
Ford
J.
J
en
las
siguieasesor convinieron
2 PM when they met with all
The Reserve Flour Mill Cd.
'
No
22
District
arosa, visiting with Miss Edna
ntes cedulas Begun demostradas Car $120.00
as before.
elevado edificio $500.00
present
Frank
Hubble
on
raised
Wheeler. The girls made a hors
ll.ooo
2C0
Ramon Garcia elevado
en eguicla. en las avaluacioes
District No 53 Alma
Turk & Romero elevado edifici?) sh"p $38,700 and l,o90 cows
back
trip to Eagle Peak Tuesday
de ganado mayor y menor por ehovejas $880.00
District No 56 Bursom and
$5(!0.oo
$25.o7o.OO
they had a wonderful
say
de
eit
el
A.
vado
J.
garage
(jiahfiin
proposito
ano de 1922.
Geo. Salome raised on 16o a
M. D. Rom.-r& Watson raised on 6
elevado
Andrus
time.
tasacion, tan to como la miama herramienta y mua $1350.00
in fence $360. oo find pers proper- - land $320.oo
al
Thomas? Gavaldon elevado 2 mejoras $800.00
Mrs. Jack Dean and Miss Car
debe' ser junta y
District No 57 Fairvew
Oi
Darner
ccrea
ty $l.000.oo and 8 horses $200. oo
uoi'pp elevado
McFatter spent Saturday in!
rie
estado yales psnadores de tas- cab. $50.00
'
$(i00.V)o
Und 40 burros $200. oo and 160 The Board recessed untill Sat2
elevdo
carr:
Swaoza
Ira
8
Reserve
taking teachers exa
acion en cada caao particular.
Florence
urday June 10th, 8 AM when
McCarty
sheep $ 04. oo .
LOO 00
$
C0J.1UN
Mrs. Dean will teach
mir.ations.
GANADO
casa $50.1. no y much
Otta E. Watson raisen on 40 a they met with all present as
$200. oo.
Mrs. S. J. SimsonS elevado 4
the
Tularosa
School next term
Becora y terneras $11
before.
Chas McCarty elevado
4 ni atfri land $1200 oo
Miss. McFatter told us all good
de 2 ano? $17 cab. $100.00
'
Terneras y
"ercr- $590. on y casa $3.VJ-oDistrict 55 Datil
Melquiades A rayon raised on
10 acres
oevero Lopez elevado
by as she is leaving for her home
Novillos de 2anos arriba $25
Willie
& enpt $l'0.oo and l4oo
66Mchy
EduardoB. Sanchez raised on in Canadian Texas.
stud.
F.
land
2
I
I).
car
arriba
anos
$280.00
de
vacas
Terneras y
acas $1,518 oo
sheep $6,160.oo
50 cows $t,150.oo
y mueb. $500.00
$125.00 casa
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foss anr1
$21
Reserve Hospital elevado
and realserttate $1.28o.oo
Selso Armijo lowered on 5oo a
4 cub. $100.00 Ki cab de siila
Toros $24
Marion ot Maidama
W. S. Fullerton raised on house land
prop pers $500. 'o
daughter,
$l,ooo.oo
$150 00 siila carro guarn,
Ganado Comnn $19
where Reserve visitors Monday
J. I). Frart r
$1,000.00
pers.
Y.
Jose
Aragon raised on 12oo
$70.00
GANADO MEJORAOD.
Mr. Kiss has made several tnpn
The Board recessed until! 3 PM
prnoety $1.500.oo
$5,2So.oo
sheep
Pascual
elevado
Chavez
Estate,
$13
Beceros y terneras
J. A. Si mm ion?
elevado
at which time they met with all The Board recessed untill June to Reserve recently, but this was
Terneras y novillos de 2anos $19 28 vacas $644.00'
Mrs. Foss and Miss. Marion, first
Siila y Piano
$225 00
present as before.
oth at lo AM at which time
N.G. Baca, elevado 10 vacs
Novillos de 2 anus arriba bL7
to the County Seatof Catroi
Mrs. S. F. Kuhno elevado
trip
23
No
M.
Dutil
N
District
they will meet as board of equ- and
Terneras v vacas da 2 anos arriba $230.00
they said they like it fine.
lied River Land and Cattle Co alization to hear
prop pers. $300 oo'
'
appeals from
J.'se A. Baca elevado on 320 0. C. Kiehne
$24
elevado
All the firefighters are agait
prop raised on pers, property $1,000. oo those tax payers that have been
acres land $640.00
Toros
$3o '
Santa Fe Pac RR Co., The raised by the Assessor and the at home and they say they inteno
pers. $2()().oo
4
$23
reducido en m cerco $240.00
Ganado Comun
LI cun'i n tomo recreo hasta
Boiini of Equiization of Catron Board of
to stay there. Firerighting is ni
BORREGOS
Eyualization.
640 juevea junio el 8, lSi22 cuando se
Henry G. Baca elevado
fun at all, especially after
County, New Mexico have ejrre-eacres land $1280.00
reunio con los mismos oficiaies
D.! un ano arriba $3 iO
to raise the Santa Fe Pac. RR
streatch of fifty hours without
David Baca redndido.en Equ. del condado presentes.
EXECUTOK'S
NOTICE.
De un ano abajo $2,40
Co, on its lands in said county to
food are sleep. They report th
To whom it may concern:
$80.00
Carneros
Distrito no 23
an amount causing them to pay
lire entirely out before the
Notice
hereby given that the
Clara Coleman Estate reducido
Do un ano arribo $1.4t
Santa Fe Pac Fc Ca. elevado the same amount on their lands undrrxignod was en the
home.
21 h
started
of
day
terreno $320.00
De un ano aba jo 3.15
ter.de fer $59, 443. oo( District 18) in said county as is paid by the Jane, ,l!)22,by the Honorable District
Frank W. Buster, who has beer
tomo un recreo
lid Uuerpo
Carneros $7.6o
$24,918.75 (Dist 2J rest of the tax payers of the Court of the Seventh Judicial District
stationed
at Fairview as Forest
tes 6 riajuni. 1922 a 9
hasta
mat
of
the
of
New
State
and
in
Mexico,
,. $17,840.oo (Dist. 23) county on their grazing lands.
Terneras y vacas desanoa arriba AM
for the County of cutron, duly apuoint- - Ranger, is now trucking betweei
en cuyo tiempo se reunieron
28
Distiifp-.nTHEREFOR BEIT RESOLVED p,l exeeulorof Mie
Terreno de regadiu $loo
pwlaf... tf Pjo;,.L
and Reserve.
todos como
Terreno (bin cultivation) estando prebeiit"0
Distrito no 48
th it the Board of Equlization of McKeefry, deceased; therefore, any and Magdalena
antes.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McNabl
Talley Cook elevado 10 vacas Catron County New Mexico hsve all persons having claims against said
de regadio $5o. &m. hortdiza
II. S. Record, & T. M. Curtis
$230.oo
raised the said 'Santa Fe Pae. li. usta e art' hereby notified to present the of the Agricultural College at
$15o,con hortaliza que no produc elevado 15
vacas$575'C0
sanu': iin(1 thost! wn are indebted to Las Cruces spent Monday ano
Co on 47 8 t(l crps of hmd f
de temporal eultivada
Distrito no 37
me estate are likewise requested to
Franscisco Castill reducid- - en
C.
Mrs.
cui
Tuesday in Reserve, guests ot
de
elevado $1,00 to a valuation of $2.00 per settle their indebtedness
J,
temporal sin
$3u, Labor
Wheatly
in the manner
45 vacas $1035,00
y 3 cabal los casa $130.oo
Mr.
and Mrs. J. G. Koogler.
Bosque
acre.
$lo,
tivacion $15, Vega
and within the time prescribed by law.
$75.00
Miss Dell Snodgrass, who ha?
terreno
de
Mr
filed
$2,
Hubble
Frank
Dated
with
at
patteo
New
Miipdalena.
$15,Terretjo
Mexico,
Padro A. Archuleta aeducido
been visiting with Mrs. Bill
the Board a letter stating that he this 10th day of June, 1922.
mineral no ha sido acertacio en
on 5 acres land $150.oo
JOHN
D.
Ward returned to her nome in
FRASER,
las cedulas.
Jose Salas reducido en casa
Executor.
Magdalena,
Burros
mulas
Tuesday, and John
CACALLOS,
$125.oo
town
left
morning
Wednesday
Bestias brancas $1.5, caballob de
;n
n
Jesus Marino reducido y casa
looking- sad.
sida $25, Cabadus de tiro $50.
$500.oo
mulas comunes $30,muiu.s buenas
Julian Cordova reducido en
$5o, y burros $5.
caa
y mued. $145.oo
6 IVIifes West cf Reserve
Fully Etjuippsd
cambios fueros
Los siguientes
Felipe Paai'la reducido en 40 ii
Caad
cedulas:
hechos en las
Plenty cf Tir.iber
acres land$250.oo

1922.
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First National Bank

Distrito

No.

2.

Antonio J. Baca Elevado
raiz $280.00

Distrito no 33
on

':XpVcjp.

M. M.

vacas

Coleman, elevado on 77
caballo
$1781.00 and 6

Enos

Pippins,

Az. elevado

,

Part'cuJars Address J. N. Harper, Reserve. N.

Magdalena, New Mexico

11

Springerville,

3oo vacas

$6,900.

oo

Provenche, Est.
Margarito
care of Jose Tapis, Quemado.
on 2 carros elevado on 2oo vacas
y 6 cab.
70.00 1 siila y guarniciones $35.00 $4. 75o. oo
casa y mej. $200,00 4 mulas
Jno S.Kemp elevado prop pers
$200.00
$2oo.oo
Willie Gray elevado on 2 carros
Julius Becker Springerville,
$35.00 Az. elevado on 5o vacas $l,I5o,oo
guar.
$70.00 1 y sil'la
4 cab de tiro $20i) 00
Manford Padiila, Salt Lake
Ervin Gray elevdo on 25 vacas reducido on 15 vacas $345 '00
$575.00
Audutl Gonzales, reducido on
Barney Gray elevado on 7 vace '72 vacas Si02:.oo
$161.00
4 Cob. $lC'0.oo
.1
Nations Lund & Cattle Co E jle do oil
Garcia elevado on 175 vac8t
Jost
on
elevado
Paso Texas
mj.$1320.
$4025.oo
0CfT60 vacas 368 0. CO
Inez
CMurry and
Marcus New elevado on 2 mulas
Becker Springerville eleva
Gus
IplOO.OO
do 50 vacas $l,150.oo
(
Felipe Vallojos elevado '. on 2
Gus Becker Springerville, Az.
cab $50,00 2 vacas $46 00
on 50 vacas $l,150.oo
elevado
reducido on 1 ca rc$25 ,00
Distrito no 43
reducio on
Euardo Vinil
.David Jiron elevado on 2 cab
prop raiz. $320. 00
$100.oo
James Wyche reducido en 2
Cleniente Hightower elevado 1 ni
cab. $100.00
Celestino Padiila reducido en 7 cerco) $50.oo
C
lar Chavez elevado on 1 m
vacasi $161.00 '
cerco
$60.oo
Rafael Padiila reducido en 4
Kdei
Aruiijo elevado on 1 m
acres $112.00

5 per cent paid

'

muals $250.
Frank Gray elevado

y 2

,

y

9'

casa

$150.00

csi time deposits

The Largest FinnncialTInstitution in Socorro
County;
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What You Get for Your Money
3

Carton ntudr. from rutianand fayptian
hng sUpl? (Ik indifibivlultpn fabric
of stone bruise & fabric braaki

fassdiiir.ee

With

1

si,-- '"J,

Won skiJjrvadufaiouqh
compcuiid uxsurcshnqloucoitmilcaqe.
Si Jranufivhircrt 'Standard lOarraniy ttaainU
defeats inJiiMrial and Workmanship

In Quality andScrvice a RAlGoodw Tore

5 Millions of these Tires have

The

gives satisfactory service

Reserve

Mercantile

Dealers in

Everthing

Co

T.

Large
C.

Business

Turk,
Reserve, New Mexico

1111,1

THE RESERVE

WASH ALL MILK CANS

BOYS AND GIRLS

AS SOON AS EMPTIED

LIKE

jLUB

GIRLS TAKE HOME ECONOMICS
Number

In

Southern States Attending

School on Scholarthlps Won
Placed at 1,056 Alabama
Women Assisting.

It

(Prepared by the United Btates Department
of Agriculture.)
In 15 southern states 2,042 boys' and
girls' club members last year puld all
or part of their school expenses from
money earned In club work. In other
sections 1,344 former club members are
now attending agricultural colleges,
most of whom are partly paying their

Most Dealers Have Appliances
for Cleaning Utensils.
Restaurants and Others Buy
Ing Milk in Wholesale Quantities
Are Particular In Giving Attention to Containers.

Fabrics Popular in Construction
of Simple Frocks.

expenses from
earnings.
l
This does not Include 405 girls taking
home economics in various colleges.
The number of boys and girls in all
the states attending high schools, normal schools, and colleges on scholarships won for club work is 1,056.
These clubs are an Important feature
of extension work as carried on by the
United States Department of Agriculture
with the state agricultural colleges.
Begun Work Early.
These boys and girls did not wait
until ready to go to high school or
college before starting their club work
and savings. Some began two, three,
or more years before, or, as one boy
said, as soon as he could, meaning 10
years the youngest age at which
children are admitted to the clubs.
Two girls of Mobile, Ala., with a flock
of chickens, begun their savings three
years ago. In Georgia a number of
club girls have started
funds." They put the money realized
from the sale of their club products, Sterilizing Dairy Utensils Is an Im
which are mostly fancy packs of pre- portant Factor In Keeping Milk
Sweet
become sour as a result of the multi
plication of bacteria in the film of
milk left In the can. Cans that become foul In this way are hard to
clean when they arrive at the plant
Investigations show that hotels, res
taurants, bakeries and other places
which buy milk In wholesale quanti
ties do not always give proper attention to the containers. As soon as the
cans are emptied they are placed on
the doorstep or left In a. warm room
until collected by the dealer.
They
return to the plant teeming with bacteria, and the mechanical washers
will not always clean and sterilize
them thoroughly.
They must be
soaked, washed by hand with a brush,
and then sent to the machine washer,
Consumers can help a great deal In
making it easier to maintain a safe
A Pig Club Boy Preparing His Prize
milk supply. All that is needed is a
Winner for the Show Ring.
little enre at the right time, says the
serves, Jams, and marmalades. In the department.
00
own
bank to their
credit. Thus fur
Georgia girls ore nttendlng school on PLAN FOR SUMMER SPRAYING
the proceeds from their work.
Scholarship Is Voted.
More Care and Attention Necessary
Another development from the InThan Work in Winter Combterest shown In education by the club
inations Save Time.
the
In
Is
that
Ala.,
Birmingham,
girls
members of women's clubs became so
Summer spraying requires more care
much Interested that they voted an and attention than winter or dormant
of
lent
to
$1!00
be
annual scholarship
spraying because summer sprays must
to girls wishing to prepare for home be applied after the buds or leaves are
demonstration work.
started and hence when there is dan
ger of Injuring the foliage. The comWARM RECEPTION FOR MITES mon spray for the control of chewing
Insects Is arsenate of lead, but arseKerosene Will Prove Efficacious In nate of calcium is gaining In favor.
I'aris green Is still used to some exKeeping Pestiferous Little
tent on Irish potatoes and tobacco.
Parasites Away.
Nicotine sulphate, or tobucco parts,
sometimes called blnckleaf, Is effective
ITot weather brines the roost mites.
They multiply so fust that the hen against plant lice. Bordeaux mixture
house Is soon swarming with them. is an effective spray when reduced to
The egg yield then drops to almost summer strength for apples, pears,
grapes and other fruits.
nothing.
But there are combinations for vari"The process of keeping out the
mites Is one of the simplest In poultry ous fungus diseases and insect pests
culture," says A. C. Smith, head of the that save time and trouble and are
poultry division at University fnrm. highly recommended by practical
and gardeners.
"Kerosene will do it. It Is enslly applied, either by a broad flat paint
brush or a spray. The paint brush will SOY BEANS AND SUDAN GRASS
save kerosene, but takes time. The
spray will save time and use kerosene. Combination Makes Good Feed and
Take your choice, but paint or spray
May Be Handled Like Timothy
the roosts and supports with kerosene
Work Land Well.
In
an
before the mites put
appearance.
Soy beans and sudan grass seeded
"The morning Is the best time, as together at corn planting time and
the roosts will be dry and much of the cut for hay when the beans are in
odor will have disappeared before the the dough stage make good feed, and
hens seek the roosts. Repeat every may be handled same as timothy. Moist
two weeks during warm weather."
black land Is suitable for this use,
and some of the alkali peat soils may
KEEP UP VEGETABLE SUPPLY be used to advantage for this crop
mixture. Work the land down well,
and sow broadcast about 12 pounds
Farmer Should Not Overlook Imporof sudan grass to the acre, then drill
tance of Making Successive
In three pecks an acre of beans. The
Plantings In Garden,
drilling will cover the grass seed.
Do not overlook making successive Mammoth Yellow or Hollyrock Mongll
plantings of vegetables in order to are good soys.
keep up as steady as possible a timely
fresh supply. Among such vegetables SWEET CLOVER FOR PASTURE
are radishes and beans. Pale snap
and pole lima beans will come nearer All Types of Plant Make More or Less
growing a supply of green beans than
Undesirable Hay Because of
the bunch beans.
Its Coarseness.
club-wor- k

FARM

IMPLEMENTS

Good Tools of Far More Importance
Than .Some Farmers Believe Poor
Ones Unsatisfactory.
Good Implements are far more Important In good farming thnn some
It Is a very hard
fnrmers believe.
matter to do good farming with poor
or unsatisfactory farm Implements.
Considering their utility, farm implements are cJwp.

Under most conditions sweet clover
can only be used profitably as pasture.
When It Is decided to use It for this
purpose, the cattle should be put on It
and not be allowed other pasture until
they start to eat It. This will take a
day or two, after which they will
thrive on It. All types of this plant
make a more or less undesirable hay,
because It Is coarse and has comparatively few leaves. For the best quality
of hay. It should be cut Just us it starts
to blossom.

""Nt

FLORETTE HAT OF HORSEHAIR

Motif

nouncedPatterns

The dress of the Russian peasant Is
not content with influencing cotton
dresses, but has set its mark In a most
pronounced way on the simple frock of
silk or wool, states a fashion correspondent In the New York Tribune.
Models which have Just been received from Paris show this influence
exaggerated almost to the point of
bizarreuess.
They are, however, extremely interesting from the viewpoint
of fashions, as they embody Ideas rich
in suggestion and, of course, they are
easily simplified and modified to meet
many requirements.
Among the most elaborately embroidered new crepe de chine dresses
are those which have Russian patterns
executed in beads, metal and silk. Frequently the Russian motif is combined
with other ideas, thus giving a tremen
dous opportunity for variety. The
question of trimming Is an Important
one at the present time, and In all trimmings an entertaining variety is seen.
Manufacturers are doing an enor
mous business on beaded and embroidered crepe de , chine dresses.

Never Mind
Re-vitali- ze

YOU

BET

it's warm the more
then for keeping the vitality

up to par.
Vital men resist heat easily. Languid ones are floored.
yourself and you won't mind the
weather.
Get new energy in little raisins.
1560 calories of energizing nutri-

Like the colors of the dawn, soft
blue, gray and orchid, are the feath
era on this Florette hat of horsehair in
a deep gray-blu-

amber or Jet, these lending themselves
well to the color harmonies of the
bright embroidery silks.
Fringes are persistent. Designers
who advocate thein cannot be said to
luck tenacity of purpose.
Over a
year ago the tide, of fringe ran high,
and such a wave of enthusiasm for
everything fringed swept the whole
country that every one thought they
had sounded their own death knell.
But what looked like the termination
of the vogue for fringe was only the
a preliminary showing, as
beginning
It were.
It must be said, however,
that Its use is now more subtle than
it was In the old days when long
strands of plain silk fringe hung from
the skirts and bodices of countless

ment per pound in Little
per cent pure fruit sugar.
Sun-Maid-

s.

7--

Wonderful because this sugar
'doesn't need, and, therefore, doesn't
tax digestion and thus heat the blood.
Yet energizes almost immediately.
food-iro- n
Contain
a
box
also. Try
today.
fatigue-resistin-

Little

g

Sun-Mai-

Between-Me-

ds

Raisins

al

5c Everywhere
in Little Red Packages

models.

PARIS FAVORS LONGER SKIRT
Length of Garment
Sleeve Important

and

of

Oddity

Features of
Frocks From France.

A Paris frock is known this season
by its skirt length and the oddity of Its
On formal and Informal o
sleeve.

:4

SUPERIOR

Had Your Iron Today?

i-

in Trimming It ProExeouted in
Beads, Metal and Silk.

Russian

Hotels,

(Prepared by the United Statu Department
Ol Agriculture.;
The milk can has the same relation
to the wholesale trade as the milk bottle has to the retail trade, and It Is
Just as Important that it be washed
Immediately after being emptied, says
the United States Department of Ag
riculture. Milk dealers have appll
anoes for washing and sterilizing the
cans, but this does not excuse the
buyer from rinsing them before they

NEW MEXICO

Of Silk and Wool
'S-

WORK

Members Pay Way Through College From Money Earned
in Different Branches.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

caslons the Parlslenne wears her
and her sleeves are
skirt
the combination' of the nrt of the
Parisian dressmaker. For
the straight, slim silhouette Is quit
generally adhered to, but for dinner,
dance and theater the
basque gown is the prevailing mode.
Sport and seinlsport clothes form an
Interesting part of the spring mode
Especial Interest is displayed In knick
erbockers, which are worn quite gen
erally, usunlly accompanied by a trim
sweater or a
jacket,
The simple
rock of Crepe de Chine Elaborately woolen overblouse.
frock made of
Embroidered in Solid and
Designs, Colors Harmonizing material Is a favorite for general
wear. Designer.
With Background of Silk.
The demand Is easily explained by the
Roses of Silk.
wenlth of new Ideas at hand. The full
Small roses of the material trim
gamut of colors hi exquisitely harmonizing nrni strikingly contrasting many afternoon and evening gowns.
One particularly pretty frock was of
shades are run In the embroideries.
d
A typical model shows u combination pink opera snjln and showed the
of broderie nnglulse, or openwork emedges bordered with three rows
broidery, with Russian embroidery in nl small silk roses. Similar roses
solid work, the latter in high colors formed a shaped 'irdle over which fell
harmonizing with the foundation shade the edge of the
of crepe de clilne.
There Is often an
blouse, and the short sleeves were
Intermingling of beads, notahiy steel, ornamented with the roses.

All Clear Nnw.
Perhaps.
"Money is the root of nil evil." That
Maybe the reuson so many women
Insist upon eating tilings that dis- Is the reason we all try to dig It up.
agree with them is because they love Columbia Jester.
an argument so.
Many a man resembles n mule when
The woman who trusts all men Is It comes to putting his best foot
shy of experience.

unkle-lengt-

d

bright-colore-

EACH IS A GENUINE

GOODYEAR

d

one-piec- e

Open-Wor-

rough-surface- d
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MAY BE BIG DEMAND FOR LACE
Paris

Is

Sponsoring Material for stronger than white this season, it
Hats, Neckwear and
said, but both are good.
Other Accessories.

wc

Frocks,

Each of the two tires illustrated above is a genuine Goodyear through and through.
One is the famous reliable 30 x iyi inch Goodyear
Tread Clincher.
Its companion is the popular 30 x 3yZ inch Goodyear Cross Rib.
The Goodyear Cross Rib is built of the same high
grade Egyptian cotton fabric that goes into the
Tread Goodyear.
but differently designed
It has a
tread, and sells for less money.
More than 5,000,000 of these tires have been
sold in the last five years.
Their fine performance has demonstrated the
folly of buying unknown and unguaranteed tires
of lower price.
Ask your Goodyear Service Station Dealer about
their advantages.
long-weari-

The outlook for laces this season PILE GOODS FOR NEXT FALL
promising. Paris Is sponsoring luce, it was said, not only in Added Demand Is Now Predicted for
frocks and hats, but in neckwear and
the Dress Goods Which Posother accessories. This firm finds an
sess High Luster.
Increasing use of It on the part of the
manufacturers as well as the
Next fall promises to supply an added demand for dress goods which postrade favors Span sess high luster. The vogue for such
The cutting-uish fiouiiclngs and allovers both in materials Is already well established
staples and high shades. One dealer among the better class of weaves.
emphasized cinnamon brown us par
goods are expected to
ticularly good und named as oilier have a leading place in the business
popular shades such colors as mimosa, on c'oaklngs. Twills, featuring the
cornflower, tile blue, ochre, muuve and same luster, also promise well. The
sand. Though the usuul designs for novelty cloths are tending toward
this type of lace are floral, an attract those of rep character. Quadrilles, or
ive Chinese pattern Is shown.
Span
line checks, appear to be favorites, toish lace is being sold to the retailers gether with the shadow plaids In
as well as the manufacturers, It wus which the pattern Is defined with
said.
nubbed yarn.
Hand-madfilet Is much in demand
and a new type of work culled Mur-gSingle Startling Ornament
In contrast with the flower-ladeis being produced on a filet mesh.
filet
This house also shows
patterns lint, chapeaux that rely for smartness
with touches of colored stitching.
on a single startling ornament, are a
Venlse bandings ure very popular late French fashion. One such hnt Is
Just now, It was stated, and a great nlmost an exact replica of a Turkish
lace Is turban of gray crepe morocaln In soft
deal of the new
folds; It has nt Its sole ornainent. a
being sold.
Carrlcknuicross on filet If wiother tall, oval blade of real gnllleth stuck
nt the acute angle over the right eye.
novilty which Is shown.
Luce is be'ng used by blouse and Another hat. wide brimmed and worn
millinery people its well as dressmak- well over the eyebrows Is of black
ers, it was said. Scurfings ami bond satin with plcoted edge around the
ings are being sold for hats In lie brim. One long, slim quill of jade ribhigh shades as well us staples, and the bon, notched In Imitation of a feather,
biggest di'iiiniid centers about widths projects downwnrd from the crown,
Illuck Is across the brim and a foot beyond.
Iron.' six to twelve inches.
Is decidedly
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"My Pa hat lots of shirt to show.
He says that that's all right
As long at Ma has Faultless Starch,
To keep his shirts so white."

n

to Use
Colors Silk, Wool
and Cotton
Ml at the Same Time

1OC
Putnam Fadeless Dyes Package

More

For Any
Dye?
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GOOD TALES

ROADS
I

Hat
,.

63 Different Sections and Repra.
lent That Many Kind of

Construction.
United Statu Department
Preprod by ths
of Agriculture.)
Final series of tests on one of the
largest and most comprehensive road
ever attempted began
experiments
March 27.
This road, located at
Bates, Illinois, was designed and constructed by the Illinois division ot
highways under the direction of Clifford Older, chief highway engineer,
with the bureau of public roads, United States Department of Agriculture
It is two miles long
and Includes 63 different sections representing as many different methods
and kinds of construction, having
Various thicknesses of concrete, cement
brick as well
grout and asphalt-filleas asphalt concretes and concrete with
rolled stone bases.
Since the completion of its construction in April, 1921, a corps of engineers
has been kept busy making observations for effect of temperature changes,
static and repeated loads and
conditions, thus collecting data
which when analyzed will supplement
the Information necessary for the rational design of roads.
The road will now be subjected to
the final test, that of very heavy truck
traffic, for the application of which
will be used a fleet of 10 motor trucks
received by the state from the surplus of the War department. At first
these trucks will be lightly loaded,
but as the test progresses the load will
tte increased until a maximum Is
rear
reached giving a
wheel load.
The results will show
definitely the types of pavements
which mn be expected to support

-

d

sub-gra-

12,000-poun-
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MAKE TESTS ON BATES ROAD

I.

Jul

ROADS PAY DIVIDENDS

home town.
The following

How to Play

pounds required an average
draft of 108 pounds on a gravel
road in dry condition, in a re-- ,
cent test at the Missouri College
of Agriculture. The same load
on a dry clay road required a
draft of 321 pounds. This shows
the great variation In the work
done in hauling and in the size
of load a team can handle, says
J. GWooley, chairman of the
Djrimltural engineering depart-mv.iwhich conducted this test.
The gravel roads prove their
value even more completely un-- :
der spring conditions. This load
on the same rouds after a heavy
rain required a draft of 180
pounds on the gravel, and 372
pounds on the clay. This Is only
one of the many advantages offered by
roads.
t,

s

Unnecessary Practice.
Oiling a concrete road or any properly surfaced highway is not only a
nuisance to the public, but Is a lamentable waste of a natural resource, says
II. H. Franklin, who claims that the
r
from the
oiling system, a
days, Is no longer necgHkprlniental
essary and should be abandoned.
hold-ove-

Towers to Control Traffic.
Towers, erected In the middle of
streets and highways for the control
of traffic, were first operated In Faris

in

1910.

morning It was dls
covered that during the night the
twelve coaches which carried the Kan
sas City party curried the legends
"U. of C." and "University of Colo
rado."
Superintendent Mitchell of the rail
road snid It would cost $000 to re- puint the train, and asked the city
marshal to arrest whoever was re

I

Syndicate.

"Well, that settles it!"
Tolly's tone wus rueful, even a bit
discouraged.
From ids stronghold as chief confidant und butt of all Polly's moods,
Ned Turner listened, amused. Ned
was almost 23, and ut 25 he was privileged to look at Youth, In the person
of Polly, with a patronizing ulr thut
was almost benign.
"Settles what?" he inquired lazily.
To hear her "rave," her brown eyes
earnest, her curly head vehement in
her gestures, wns worth sacrificing
even a quiet reading, he decided. With
Polly near he was certain to be disturbed sooner or later, unyhow; as
well the sooner. "
"It's this article," she explained,
"'Advice to Young Authors,' written
by Mary Ituy George. Listen to this
bit: 'I should counsel beginners to
attempt only the simplest stories,
teeming with action. Later, when they
have "struck their stride," they can
work out more complex plots and
psychological character portrayal.'"
Ned cocked his bend on one side
with just the right shade of cureful
consideration.
"It sounds all right," he ventured,

sponsible.
Do you remember the sad expert;
ence of former United States Senator
J. Hamilton Lewis of Illinois when he
undertook to kid a waitress at a restaurant frequented by college boys?
The whiskered statesman really did
a good job, but the waitress smiled
Indulgently and remarked: "You must
remember, Senator, I have been
kidded by experts."
Well, Kansas City may have a smart
If so, its
Chamber of Commerce.
members will hesitate hereafter to
start a game In which college men finally.
She pounced upon him in a verbal
are the most expert players in the
whirlwind.
world.
"You don't understand," she walled.
Arrests? Nothing doing!
"Of course It's all right! That's the
trouble ! But tell me, how can one
ever manufacture plots teeming with
action when one's experience Is hedged

"Western

How to become a
LOS
ernltilned In
the Superior court ut the trial of W.
S. KIrby,
alleged swindler, charged
with bribery.
A. W. Stafford, deputy district at
torney, read to the jury the rules and
regulations of the game known as
"Western Hospitality," an
scheme, according to Stafford, in
which the chief points are "find the
sucker, get the dough and get away."
According to Stafford a document
called "Western Hospitality and How
to Play It," was found in Klrby's possession after he had been arrested for
swindling and hod offered two detectives $"00 to let him go.
were neatly
The rules of the gui.-itypewritten, explaining that A and B
represented the bunko men and S the
sucker. This is how it is played :
B finds the sucker. Then B and S
also find a pocketbook with A's card
In It. They return It. A wants to reward them, but they spurn payment
for honesty.
"I would have lost my position with
the brokerage firm If I hadn't got this
buck," says A. "I'm enguged to the
boss' daughter. You boys have saved
me from ruin."
Then B has an idea.

by Madura Newspaper

Q,

mountain,, felt that the Kansas City
business men had been unuble to resist an impulse to advertise their

Hospitality'1

ANGELES.
Ktpprpr

Peggy decided suddenly.

with teacups and other people's
"Why not find it for yourself. "InImbies? I wish father had been a destead, dear? I love you so much
or even n
tective, or a policeman,
The words rushed out of their own
second-ratactor, instead of a suburvolition, and Ned was suddenly fired
ban minister with a strong sense of by the revelation of how true they
were. He had always loved her!
duty!"
Ned's sobriety deserted him. A menPeggy paused for a moment, hushed
tal picture of placi'', dignified Mr. by his earnestness. Then, suddenly
Mayo in the role of a
mischievous, she snuggled against his
His gale of sleeve.
actor was too pinch.
"Goose," she scolded him, "I never
hiugl.ter woke a spark of line scorn
In Polly's eyes.
expected to learn about my subject
"Of course you couldn't be expected In any other way !"
to understand what my writing means
to me," she commented, her tone dru- - HAVE NOT 'TAMED' LIGHTNING

"If you want to reward us," he
"give us some tips on the stock
market."
A tip Is given. B and S play It. They
double their money. B then Induces S
to plunge. S mortgages the farm. Together they call on A. He gives them
another tip. S's money Is given to B
with Instructions to piny a certain
stock long. B departs. An hour later
B returns.
"Did you tell me to play that stock
long?" B asks A.
"Certainly," replies A.
"Gosh!" exclaims B. "I thought yon
said short. We're broke!"
The state's attorney made It plnln
that playing "Western Hospitality"
was forbidden without written permission from the chief of police.

Boast Not Infrequently Heard Is Not
Borne Out by Facts Concerning
Electrical Control.
When we wish to speak figuratively
of our achievements In electricity we
are accustomed to boast that we have
"tamed the lightning," or something
of the kind. Hut in reality we have
done no such thing. Lightning Is a
n
natural electrical phenomenon : but the electricity that we use
Is drawn from another source it was
"tame" to start with. To catch a
lightning discharge und reduce Its
voltage so that it may be utilized Is
a different matter. It may be suggested thut the result might not be
worth the trouble.
Ever since Franklin's fumous kite
was sent upon its (light certain optimistic Individuals have thought that
this pretty experiment wus the key to
The tuuntold power and wealth.
mult caused by a severe thunderstorm
has evidently led them to believe that
vast quantities of electricity are
tumbling about In the upper ulr, and
to render these available to man needs
only some method of tapping the Invisible reservoir. Now, It has been
said that the quantity of electricity

blue-whit-

two-cara- t,

nolve why, me own Mike give it to
me last night. 'E saved up fer three
months to do It, too."
"Say!" yelled another girl in a
like
threadbare suit, "you're
anything; It's mine."
Seven other women then claimed It
and all started toward the judge.
The courtroom wns in an uproar.
The bailiff shouted for order, the
Judge rapped for order and two po
licemen tried to hold back the claimants of the ring. Reinforcements arrived and after fifteen minutes the

Wealth, appearing
NEW
today in the poor man's
court, caused a riot. Third Municipal
court, Williamsburg, where those not
possessed of an overabundance, or
even an abundance, of worldly goods
are wont daily to go for comfort and
solace, was crowded.
A young lawyer wns speaking In
behalf of a widow with five children,
who couldn't puy her debts. He was
painting a picture of the life that Is courtroom was cleared.
The ring, valued nt $1,500, was
led by a family of six in one tenement
The courtback.
placed in the enre of the clerk. At
room, third-storroom was still one could hear the nightfall It had been claimed by twensniffling of an old womnn, whose sen ty women.
"Can you descr!le It?" the clerk
timents had been aroused by the
asked them.
young lawyer's speech.
"Yes," each replied, "It's i diamond."
Then the lawyer stooped and picked

'

WORKING GIRLS

LOOK HERE
ttead What Mrs. Lucas Writes Con
cerning Her Troubles, Which
Maj be Just Like Yours

St

Jl

Louis, Mo.
women are apt

tell

"I had

troubles thai

to have, with

pains

ta

my back, weak, tire J,
nervous feelings and
a weak stomach. I
had been this way
about a year and was
unable to work or
stand on my feet for
any length of time.
My husband's aunt
told me how much
's
good Lydia E.
Pink-ham-

Vegetable
done

Compound had
her and begged me to
try it, so I did. All my pains and weakness are gone, my stomach is all right
and I do my work at home and also work
for Swift's Packing Company. I recommend your Vegetable Compound to my
friends and you may publish my letter
as a testimonial."
Mrs. Lulu Lucas,
719A Vandeventer St., St. Louis, Mo.
Again and again one woman tells an-

's
other of the merit of Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound.
You who work must keep yourself
strong and well. You can't work if you
are suffering from such troubles. Mrs.
Lucas couldn't She tried our Vegeta
ble Compound and her letter tells you
what it did ror ner. uive Lydia rJ. Pink- ham's Vegetable Compound a fair trial
Pink-bam-

now.

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the bou.
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

GOLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for over
200 years; it is an enemy of all pains resulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
troubles.

All druggists, three sizes.
name Gold Madml on every box
and accept no imitation

Look for lb

e
up a
set In platinum. He hud stepped on
it. He handed It to the judge.
"A funny place," said he, "for a
thing like this to be found. To whom
does it belong?"
Three women In the rear of the
room squealed "Me!"
"What a nolve youse girls has got,"
piped a girl on the olsle. "What n

taking part

Was Just Being

Removed.

"I am cramped, Ned. My experiences ure so limited, yet I know
could do so much."
He wus Immediately all contrition.
"I'm sorry, Polly," he said, gently.
"How shall we go about getting you
this experience which you crave?"
She was Instantly friendly again,
won by ills conversion to her cause.
Her eyes were starry twins of eager
light.
"Would you, Ned would you help
me?" she begged, breathlessly.
His caution evaporated before the
fire of her Impatient fervor. He knew,
from past experience, that the adventure was sure to be a mad one, for
Polly had un uncanny way of doing
Yet the
the least expected thing.
thought of championing her through
unknown experience gave him a warm
rush of feeling as he promised.
She lowered her voice ut her own
matic.

In

a

Hush

of lightning

could be collected on a thimble ; but
the handling and restraining of this
thimbleful of electricity present a problem which few electrical engineers
would cure to undertake. It Is a great
achievement to use the water nt Niagara to drive a dynamo; but most of
us would hesitate at the thought of
employing a stream of rlile bullets
Kansas City
for the same purpose.

Some girls are like brown suga.'
sweet but unrellned.

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper
Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy con
dition, they may cause the other, organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, head
ache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita
ble and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Kilmer's
SwampRoot,
by
restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to see what
,
3wamp-Rootthe great kidney, liver and
bladder medicine, will do for them. By
inclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer a Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive sam
lou can
ple size bottle by farcel fost.
purchase medium and large size bottles at
ill drug stores. Advertisement.

In the country of silent people the
parrots never talk.

Sure Relief
FOR INGESTION

Star.
Mistral.

mot waier
UHMM
Mistral hist of the veritable TroubSure Relief
adours was truly gifted In that he
was an erudite philologist who posELL-A3sessed n rare creative sense of poetic
form. His name bad become greater
25$ and 75$ Packages. Everywhere
than any direct appeal of the output
of bis pen ; for only to the learned
few does the bent of his labors mean
anything. It wus to the credit of this
not ungrateful or ungenerous age that
be reaiied all the rewurds of fume
offer to home seekers opportunities that can
from a public which understood pracnot be secured elsewhere. The thousands of
tically nothing of bis work. While he farmers from the United States who have
honaccepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
scholastic
0
humbly pushed away
FREE homesteads or buy farm land in her
ors from himself, they only crowded
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
There is still available on easy term
crops.
brow.
about
The
his
the more thickly
boldness.
disFertile Land at $15 to $30 an lor
"I want you to take me to the night very nature of his undertaking
land similar to that which through many
There wus none of
armed criticism.
court," she announced.
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the ere oats, barley and
Ned was shocked, protesting, but his compatriots who really cared to
also in great abundance, while raising
with the helpless sense of one who Is say him nay, though he persisted in flax
horses cattle, sheep and hoga is equally
exnational
the
not
language
of farmers in Western
using
of
sure
being worsted. Once deterSrofitable. Hundreds
raised crops in a single season
his own books.
mined, Polly was u resolute little cept In translating
more than the whole cost of their land.
worth
Stuart Henry, In "French Essays and
With such success comes prosperity, indetyrant,
pendence, good homes und all the comforts and
"How can I ever write of people who Profiles."
whicn make lite worth living.
conveniences
filed suit for divorce. Staying out
suffer and sin If I never meet them?"
Farm Gardens, Poultry. Dairying
Loaf
Bread.
Includes
of
nights to play pool was Mrs. Sanders' she argued, all seriousness.
Alimony
tre sources of income second only to grain
chief complaint, against her mute.
The Turkish girl is wedded with a growing snd stock raising. Attractive
Ned had certain theories that the
climate, good neighbors, churches and,
"Desertion" wns Mrs. Green's charge. sinners should be as far removed as great ceremony to a man she has never
schools, good markets, railroad facilities.
Then along came both divorces.
Is escorted to his house
rural telephone, etc.
possible from the path of any nice seen. The lady
and
Mr.
Sanders
Bert
For certificate entitling you to reIs
she
Immediately
accompanied
especially of this one and hinted by her friends and of
duced railway rates, illustrated litera
Maude Green, hieing themselves nlong girl
furniture which ture,
maps, description ot farm oppor
us much ; but Polly sniffed derisively. by a couple of loads
with Mr. Leroy Green and Mrs. Be- After
her dower. After
unities in iviairiuua, onsKaicnewau
nil, this theory of sheltering comprises a part of
ana oriusn coiuratua, etc..
Aitierta
marat
the
atrice Sunders, appeared
write
women was obsolete, wasn't It? She entering his house the friends leave
riage license clerk's window. There much preferred the enlightened mod- her alone with her husband and he Is
W. V. BENNETT
was much confusion when the clerk ern woman to her
"
to remove the
Room 4, Be Building
simpler, shielded then privileged
ne newly divorced
Omaha, Nsb.
tried to
then
veil
he
and
or
national
mispredecessor. So Ned, with many
tangle being un- givings, took her to night court, to sees the face that he must look at dally tm4
couples, but tl
OanJnlM
CwtMlUtlM.
raveled, marriage followed.
her literary soul In the sordidness for some little time. The veil Is being
Then the
In
Is
couples be- steep
used
now
and
the
discarded
only
that she expected to he her Inspiration.
L"
I
gan seeking new homes, and quoth
more remote sections of the country. D
A drunkard with a foul breath anil
ITCH SORES
Mr. Sanders : "Wouldn't It be odd If
was just being Divorce Is somewhat easy and in this FOR BURNS CUTS
a
fouler
vocnbulapy
75c at stores; 85c by mail. Address
Into the tame double
we moved
removed when they arrived. For the case her part of the alimony Is a dull
New York Drug Concern, New Yorjf,
house?"
hundredth time Ned regretted their loaf of bread.

Outdoes a "David Harum" Horse Trade
TNDIANAPOLIS. "New wives for
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Sandold!"
ers and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Green
joyously began their second honey
moons after a double divorce followed
by marriages in which the most complicated swap since "David Harura's"
last "boss" trade was effected.
For eight years Bert and Beatrice
Sanders had danced and attended
parties with Leroy and Maude Green,
their friends and neighbors. Up to
five weeks before last Christmas it
was just a neighborly affair. Then
something began to happen to change
it all.
Mr. Green told Mrs. Sanders (ac
cording to Mr. Sanders' version) that
she was the "most beautiful woman
In North Indianapolis."
Mr.. Sanders declined to reveal Just
what he told Mrs. Green, but he con
fessed his remarks "covered more ter
ritory than North Indianapolis."
Christmas day the couples had a
holiday feast together. There were
whispered exchanges between Mrs.
Green and Mrs. Sanders. Both wives
left home shortly afterward, going
to live with relatives. Almost Immediately Mrs. Sanders and Mrs. Green

fascinated, at these strnnge creatures
of another world.
Suddenly, she
seemed to have seen enough. Quietly
she asked him to take her home.
"I didn't know that life was like
that," she whispered, shuddering, when
they were once more In the street.
"It Isn't, Peggy," he assured her.
"Life
real lift! Is the everyday existIt's home,
ence of ordinary people.
and love, and good purpose. Extraordinary, dramatic things, such as you
are seeking, are artificial. They may
be life to a certain few, but the majority find their experiences In simple,
everyday content."
"The mission of the author should
be to picture life through his own
she mused. "And I suppose the greatest thing In life Is love?"
"It certainly is!" Ned wus emphatic.
Peggy love Is everything!
"Why,
Without It no one can interpret the
meaning of life! With It, fate Is as
simple as A B C a series of episodes
leading tip to one great event which is
to direct the whole future."
"Then I shall have to write of love,"

In

Where Every Woman Wears a $1,500 Ring
diamond

YOHK.

coming, during the tirade which (h
Incensed reprobate delivered to the
weary attendant! but l'olly did not
flinch.
She busied herself with her
notebook and showed a brave Interest
In the proceedings.
There was the usual Assortment of
cases mostly of drunkards, disorderly
In their besotted condition, many of
them old offenders; anil one or two
depraved creatures whose sole claim
to femininity which they may once
have had lay in their staring, detached
splotches of rouge on their ugly,
wasted faces. They, too, were knowu
to the Judge, and were disposed of In
short order, their whining oaths of
innocence falling on eurs long since
wearied of such pleas.
Ned watched his companion anxiously, feeling like a beust for having
brought her. Her notebook lay idle In
her lap now and she wns staring, pale,
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A wagon with a load of 3,000

By JACQUELINE RUSSELL

Another Case of "Kidded by Experts"

dents who, through a reprisal directed
against visiting members of the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce, cost
the Missouri Pacific railroad ?G00.
The Kansas City business men were
guests at a beefsteak fry on FIagstn.7
mountain, near the university campus.
Every spring the students place a "C"
fifty feet in diameter, on the summit
of the mountain. Because of the park
regulations the "C" is not painted, but
is of white paper weighted down with
stones.
The next morning a fifty-fo"K"
appeared In front of the "C." Boulder, on seeing the Initials on the

i
I

aTI5

pOULDEK, COLO. City authorities
of Boulder have been requested
to arrest University of Colorado stu-

NEW MEXICO

Striking a Stride
With Polly

offlie

age-ol-

bunding a Section of Bates Road.
heavy traffic, as well as those which
will not satisfy the requirements of
such traffic conditions as might be ex
pected during the next 10 or 20 years.
The careful observation of the
various sections in the absence of
traffic which has formed the first part
of the investigation, it Is expected, will
enable the engineers to ascertain the
structural weaknesses which cause
such failures as may take place in
the traffic tests.
After the experiment has been com
pleted, this road with Its broken sections replaced will form a part of Illi
nois federal aid project No. 13 from
St. Louis, MisSpringfield, Illinois,-tsouri.
The test will be carried on under the
direction of Clifford Older, with II. F.
Ctteiumer in direct charge of the ex
perimental work and It. It. Benedict
In charge of the trucks and main
tenance. The bureau of public roads
will be represented by A. T. Gold- beck and C. A. Hogentogler.
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Imprisonment for an Indefinite period was the sentence Imposed In
on Ityichi Nakaoka, the Korean lad
of 19, who assassinated Premier Taka-ah- l
In a railway station at Toklo last
Nov. 4.
Admiral Baron Tomosaburo Kato,
A BRIEF
RECORD OF PASSING head of Japan's delegation to the
Washington arms conference und minEVENTS IN THIS AND FORister of the navy In the recently reEIGN COUNTRIES.
signed Takahashl euhlnet, has accepted the premiership of Japan.
Ninerebels,
Including
Eplfalnce
of the
Mendez,
IN LATE
DISPATCHES forces In chief
the state of Mlchoacan, Mexico, have been killed in a fight with
federal troops, according to advices to
OOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT the war office In Mexico City from
Ixtlan.
MARK THE PROGRESS
Asuncion, capital of Puraguay, has
OF THE AGE.
been taken by the revolutionary forces,
according to a dispatch from Posades,
To-kl- o

PARAGRAPHS

-

NMipipv Union Nm BtrrlotJ
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WESTERN
Judge Itichnrd A. Bnlllnger, who
secretary of the interior during President Taft's administration, died recently In Seattle after an Illness of two
days.
A crowd estimated
by newspaper
men at approximately 8,0(X) persons,
Hatched at a distance the Initiation of
a class of tin Klux Klansmen estimated at from 500 to 800, twelve miles
south of Sacramento, Calif., near
Franklin.
Sharp uttacks on the proposed soldiers' bonus from the bunker's viewpoint, and advice to bankers not to enter the bond business, were features of
speeches delivered before the eighteenth annual convention of the Idaho
State Hankers' Association, meeting at
Ilayrlen Luke.
George Von Elm of Salt Lake City
retained his title of amateur Rolf champion of the I'ucifle Northwest by defeating Bon Stein of Seattle, 1 up, in
holes at the
their match of thirty-six

Colwood links at Vancouver, 11. C. Von
Elm was 4 down at the end of the
eighteenth hole, hut gained steadily on
the Seattle player und was all square
with Stein nt the thirteenth hole of the
second round.
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border.
an the Argentine-Paragua- y
The report, which bus not been confirmed, was received at Posadas from
Villa

Encnrnaclon, Paraguay.
Reports circulated In Europe and
America regarding the condition of
Nikolai Lenine's health have been exaggerated, according to advices from
Moscow. The rumor that I.enlne has
been compelled to resign as president
of the council of people's commissaries
on uccount of his health was denied.
Avoidance of any extensive reciprocal trade arrangement with the United
Slates is Canada's right course, former
Premier Arthur Melghen, leader of the
Conservative party, declared In a
on the budget In the House of
Commons. He was opposed to reciprocity, lie said, "because the power to terminate
It rests with the United
States."
Great Itrltaln is planning to pay the
United States ?2."0,000,0(K)
annually
for Interest upon the money borrowed
from the United States during the war,
It was learned in London from a semiofficial source. Beginning In October
the Interest will be paid In two Installments, ?12.",000,000 in October and
$125,000,000 In the last part of March
of the first of April.
Serious disorders with some casualties occurred at Agrnn, Croatia, when
Cront
and monarchists
clashed (luring a public celebration of
the wedding of King Alexander of
and Princess Marie of Rumania.
Meager censored dispatches
say that the fighting, in which shots
were exchanged, lasted for three
hours, but details are suppressed.
Royal Canadian mounted police ree
cently raided a farmhouse on St.
Island, near Montreal, and seized
nearly $100,000 worth of forged United
States Federal Reserve Bank notes.
Phillip Hriere, alius Dedrocker, and
A large
Alfred Jean were arrested.
modern printing press was discovered
In the house. The bogus bills were
clever Imitations of American currency, officials said.

Halph E. Trotter, alias Howard C.
Williams, 27 years old, of Youngstown,
Ohio, said hy police to face charges of
cashing $2"i,0OO in forged pay checks In
various cilies of the United Stutej, is
He
uiuUt nrrest In Oakland, Calif.
whs masquerading as a Klirlner, according to police. Trotter has been
say, lie disap.sought since, police
peared frniii Youngstown with a pad
of blank .pay checks stolen from the
Trusscon Sleel Company of that city.
A live million dollar merger of tuna
and inline packing Interests of southern California to be known as Van
Camp Sen Food Company, Incorporated, bus just been made public. Klnus
Included In the merger are Van Camp
Sea Food Company, White Star Canning Company, International Packing GENERAL
Corporation, Nielsen & Kittle Cnnnlng
The death toll of the brief, but terCo., Ltd., four of the largest fisli packrific, hurricane thut swooped down on
ing plants of Los Angeles harbor, and New York City passed the sixty mark
two In San Diego, with several others with indications
that the total number
ncquired by association und purchase. of dead might go much higher.
WASHINGTON
Vice President Jnmes Starr of the
Federal control of the air to prevent United Textile Workers, who has been
radio congestion und to encourage the In charge of the textile strike in Manmaximum of radio use and efficiency chester, N. II., since It began Feb. 15,
was proposed In a bill introduced In will not be permitted hereafter to adthe House by Representative White, dress open-ai- r
meetings in Manchester,
Republican, Maine. The bill sets up the purk commission decided. Otner
union leaders are also
about twenty different classes of stations with appropriate wave alloca- barred.
tions.
While additional wage cuts swung
An unsuccessful attempt was made over the heads of 350,000 more railway
recently to set fire to the offices of the employes and awaited only formal reullen property custodian in the veter- lease by the railroad labor board to
ans' bureau building, according to of- slash another $40,001 1,000 from the payrolls of the carriers, it was rumored
ficial reporls to the secret service.
soaked
with kerosene were In Chicago that any rail strike growHags
stuffed through n hole bored in a win- ing out of present threats may be didow sash and n match applied from rected and financed from Canada as
the outside. Theb laze was discovered a means' of evading the recent dechy a watchman and extinguished. Of- ision of the United States Supreme
ficials believe that an effort was made Court holding unions liable for damto destroy the records.
ages caused by their members.
of
Charles Shafstnll, 20 years old, hns
and
seizure
Government
operation
conl mines was predicted by several been arrested in Philadelphia charged
senators during u discussion In the with obtaining $25 under false preSenate on the coal strike situation. tenses from the wife of former Conl
Senator Lenroot, Wisconsin, demanded gressman Keutlng of Colorado.
Is said by police to have conthat the government take over sufficient mines to supply coal thut may fessed writing a letter to Mrs. Keatbe needed If thes trlke is not settled ing claiming to he her son Percy, 10
years old, who disappeared May 10.
promptly.
Properties of the Willis corporation
If the railroad unions strike they
aucwill be liable under the provisions of at Elizabeth, N. J., were bid In nt
act for conspir- tion by the Durum Motor Corporation
the Sherman
for $5,525,000. The second highest bid
acy In restrulnt of trade by reason of was made
by the Maxwell Motor Car
Suof
States
United
the decision
the
Company and was $5,500,000. Sale of
In
the Coronudo case,
preme Court
the Willis plant, which covers thirty-seveJackson H. Halston, counsel for the
acres and had an estimated value
American Federation of Lubor, admit- of
$11,000,000, must
approximately
ted In Washington recently.
await confirmation of Judge Bodine In
President Harding hns signed the the Federal District Court at Newark.
Wadsworth-McKenzibill, returning
Establishment of nntlonnl agencies
the navy, araiy, murine corps and coast to eliminate strikes and solve other
guard service to peace time pay stand- troubles of the building Industry was
ards. The bill, effective July 1, slash- favored by John Donlln, president of
es $14,154,000 from the pay bill of the the building trades department or the
four services. It reduces the $30 a American Federation of Labor, who
month war time pay of private soldiers told the department annual meeting nt
to $21 a mouth, but grants many spe-cl- Clncinnutl thut the "whole nation Is
allowances which might run the tired of strikes and lockouts and dissuch
Institutions that
enlisted man's pay as high as $157.50 gusted with
make them possible."
per month.
Within one month of the end of the
Chicago's police force has been Infiscal year 11122, the government's or- creased by the addition of 7tS new padinary receipts were $1,245,000,000 un- trolmen. The Increase was the latest
e
crusade
der those for the same period last step In the city's
ynr, according to treasury officials. and followed approval by the Cook
Totnl ordinary
receipts for eleven county board of a $100,000 appropriaIn the tion to State's Attorney Crowe In the
months were $3,620,000,000.
same period last year they were
prosecution of pending cases.
The loss is attributed alBitter attacks on the present Conmost entirely to shrinkage in income gress and the forces hostile to union
taxes.
labor were outstanding In the report
A bill designating the daisy as the of the executive council of the Amerinational flower of the United States can Federation of Labor, submitted to
has been Introduced by Representa- the convention or the federation shorttive Kissel, Republican, of New York. ly after It opened at Cincinnati.
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FURTHER PAY

NEW PEDAL CONTROL ON ELECTRIC
AUTO IS EXHIBITED IN NEW YORK
n it m
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CUT EXPECTED

All Over

New Mexico

and Arizona

(40,000,000 IS ESTIMATED REDUCTION FOR RAILWAY EM-

PLOYES.
(Watcrn Ntwipiper Volon

Nns SwflM.)

The epidemic of smallpox In Mexican and other parts of the northern
district of Lower California is "well
in hand" according to Dr. Frederelclo
Cota, health officer of Mexican.
Mrs. Juan Cordova, widow of the
mun who was brutally murdered in
the hills near Taos, N. M., some time
ago, has been arrested, charged with
the deed, and held for trial under bond
of $1,000.
The extensive building campaign
that has been under way In Las Vegas
for the past year came just in time to
enable Las Vegas to take care of the
largest summer school In the history
of the Normal University,
The jury In the trial of S. B. Brown,
charged with receiving deposits in the
Central Bank of Willcox us cashier
after he knew the bank was Insolvent
returned a verdict of guilty. It Is reported that the jurors took but two
ballots.
Plans are now under way to hold a
big uutu race July 4 In Las Cruces In
which only Ford cars will be allowed
to participate.
The track Is being
worked over and will be in the best
condition at this time and some good
speed Is looked for.
The 1023 convention of the Arizona
division of the National Federation of
I'ostoffice Clerks will be held in
Postmaster Charles Beatty announced that Nogules was chosen hy a
unanimous vote at the annual convention held in Tucson.
When the new Santa Fe shops In
Albuquerque are completed und running on full time over 5,000 men will
he employed uccording to reports of
the officials in charge. The machinery In the new machine shop alone will
cost over $1,000,000.
Through negotiations that have been
under way for the past month, the
State Hank und the People's
and the
State Bunk of Alumogordo
First State Bank of Cloudcroft, have
been merged und the business will be
done in Alamogordo under the name
of the First Stute Bank.
Charging that his good name and
reputation were subjected to humiliation by reason of his arrest and imprisonment on a charge of having harbored bandits who held up the Golden
State Limited train west of Tucson on
May 15, Richard Starr bus filed suit in
Tucson against Sheriff lien F. Daniels
for .$10,250 and agulnst the Maryland
Casualty Company for $10,000.
Pablo Yburra, sentenced to be
lurred at the Grant county jail In 1017
for the murder of Sara Lemos, a Hurley woman, and who recently escaped
from the state asylum, is now in the
county jail In Silver City, having been
In El Paso. The next step
In the ease will be to determine the
sanity of the prisoner, and should he
lie found sane it is believed that the
death penalty will he carried out. If
found Insane he will be
to the asylum.
Following a meeting of Arizona state
allocation hoard at Phoenix, It was announced that recommendations would
be made by the board for the designation und locution of seven additional
units of the organized reserves in Arizona. The board will recommend that
headquarters of the 205th Infantry brigade and the brigade's headquarters be
transferred from Tucson to Warren,
Ariz., und that the headquarters company of the 40!)tli Infantry be moved
from Hisbee to Tucson.

Placldo Sllvus, one of eight alleged
bandits who robbed the Ruby, Ariz.,
postoffice last August, and shot and
killed Postmaster and Mrs. Frank J.
Pearson, was found guilty of a charge
of murder hy a jury In Superior Court
at Nogules.
The jury fixed punishment at life imprisonment.
Contracts for tiie construction of
miles of the
approximately thirty-twOld Trails Highway between Winslaw
and Hoi brook have been awarded by
State Engineer Thomas Muddock, and
It is thought work will be started within a few days. Separate bidding was
done on three different sections of the
graded and surfaced road, and the lowest bids totalled about $75,000.
Sheriff George Button of Eddy county und a Mexican outlaw are dead,
and Deputy Sheriff Stone Mllburn Is
seriously wounded as the result of a
gun buttle at Hope, N. SI., recently.
Sheriff Button und Deputies Stone
Mllburn and Sam Button went to Hope
to get the Mexican, who, nccordlng to
Information they had received was
wanted In Texas for escaping from Jail
while serving a life sentence.
Cash and jewelry valued approximately at $500 were stolen from passengers on the Sunset Express, Southern Pacific train, by John J. Kelly,
now held In the county jail at Tucson
In defuult of $500 bond, according tc
an announcement by Special Officei
It. Hughes.
The horizontal railroad freight rate
cut of 12V4 per cent In the mountain
district means much to the mined ol
Arizona from which business originates the greater amount of the freight
handled In the state. A handicap ol
the mines baa been the freight rates.
o
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CLERKS WILL
00,000 RAILWAY
RECEIVE BULK OF LATEST
WAGE CLASH.

(Western Nevspiper Union
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Chicago.
Wage reductions estimat-- d
at not exceeding $40,000,000 for 355,-X-

additional railway employes whose
vuges the carriers seek to lower
;hrough the rullroud labor board, are
jxpected to Issue from the board within a few days to be effective July 1.
The new decisions will make a total of
approximately $150,000,000 to be cut
from the annual pay rolls of the roads.
The bulk of those whom the new
cut will bit are railway clerks who
lumber approximately 200,000. Their
puy, it was suid, would not be cut
more than 5 cents an hour, however,
Mid certain chief clerks and other supervisory clerical forces may not feel
the order nt all.
About 5,000 train dispatchers, generally considered as subordinate officials, while coming under the pending
decision, will not suffer any reduction,
according to authoritative information.
Supervisory officials in the shop crafts
whose pay was slashed $(10,000,000 likewise received no cuts.
Coal passers, oilers und water tenders, Including in the general classification of statlnonary engineers und
firemen, und freight handlers und
other common lubor included in the
stution employes' group, ure expected
to receive a reduction of approximately 5 cents an hour, the same cut applied to common lubor in the maintenance of way department. There are
about 125,000 unskilled laborers in
these two clusse.
The signul men and marine employes, numbering 15,000 and 800 respectively, ure expected to come under the
reduction, but no figures were obtainable to Indicate the amount of their
cut.

Anticipating a reduction, however,
V. Helt, president of the signul
men, declared the bourd would "probably hamstring us," adding thut he
could find no justification for the cut
to present to his men und that he
expected them to vote to strike as soon
as a decision was Issued. E. H.
president of the clerks, likewise declared a further cut was unreasonable and that his organization
would begin a strike vote Imme'lHte'v
when the decision is announced, In
line with the agreement of tue eieveu
organizations affected by the cuts to
tuke strike votes, made at the conference In Cincinnati recently.
D.

Explorer to Fly Over North Pole.
Koald Amundsen,
London. Capt.
the explorer, who Is about to begin
r
a
expedition into Arctic regions, says that the plan was for his
ship, Maud, which sailed from Seattle,
Wash., recently for Nome, to drift
across the Polar ocean, while short
reconnaissance trips would lie made In
small planes. Developments, however,
had caused considerable change In the
flying plans, and should conditions allow he would start with Lieutenant
Omdul, his pilot, from Point Burrow,
flying across unknown regions of the
Polar basin, across the north pole and
thence to Cupe Columbia (Grant land)
where a depot had already been established.
five-yea-

Labor Face Fight for Existence.
Cincinnati. Facing a fight that
leaders of organized lubor regard as
one for the very existence of unionism, the American federation here
annual convenopened its
tion, which was marked by the presentation of many issues to be considered during the next two weeks, and
a speech by President Goinpers, declaring "we do not fool ourselves Into
Tlie issues
nny fancied security."
were brought before the delegates by
the report of the federation's executive council.
forty-secon- d

China Recalls Li Yuan Hung.
Peking. L Huan Hung, who five
years ago was forced out of the presihns
dency of China by the militarists,
arrived here, and resumed the post of
the nation's chief executive. LI came
from Tientsin in response to the call
of the revived Republican parliament,
which recently met there, that he again
assume the direction of China's afIssued
fairs. President LI Yuan-Hunhis first mandate shortly after assuming office, appointing as premier Wu
former minister to the
United States.
g

Ting-Fan-

Vasear Seniors Lois to Father.
Poughkeepsle, N. Y. Fathers of
Vassar seniors permitted themselves a
smile at class-dafestivities. 'Undaunted by the presence
of three professors on the baseball
nine of the Vassar senior team, fathers
defeated daughters by the score of 11
to 3. After fanning consistently and
courteously In the first Inning, the
"dads" later pounded gleefully the offerings of Miss Edith Fitch, Vassar's
pitching ace, scoring six rung In the
third Inning and five In the fourth.

Miss Helen Heffernan is stjown In the photograph demonstrating the new
pedal control on the latest thing In electric coupes. Note the round heel pedal
close to the seat. By shifting from the forward control, on which he foot is
placed, to the heel pedal she can reverse at once, with no danger of stripping
gears.

ft

COOLING SYSTEM

.

That the squeak which frs.
quently develops In a new car
an annoying little sound which
seems now to be in one section
of the machine and now in another is usuully due to lack of
proper lubrication of the spring
shackles. The best way to overcome this difficulty Is to have the
cur jacked up, all the shackle
pins driven out and the passages
which the grease is intended to
travel thoroughly cleaned.
Ordinarily, It will take some
little time to uttend to tills, but
the operation Is well worth
while because, until the grease
passages are opened so thut the
lubricant can come directly in
with the
contact
Joint, the
squeak will grow steadily worse
and, as every owner knows,
the only thing worse than a
squeak Is a balky engine. Heavy
grease should be applied directly
to the bolt when tiiis is slipped
back into place and, In nine
cases out of ten the elusive
will disappear Immesqueak
diately.
tho VWeelor
1922, by
(Copyright,
Syndicate. Inc.) ? 1

EFFICIENT UNIT
Average Owner Often Overlooks
Existence of This Part of

Car's Anatomy.
TO FORESTALL

PLAN

FAILURE

Not a Very Great Amount of Attention
la Necessary, But All Parts Should
Be Cleaned Yearly Also Renew Rubber Hose.
One of the most thoroughly efficient
units In the modern motor vehicle Is
the cooling system. The average car
owner pretty nearly forgets the existence of this part of the car's
anatomy except for the rare occasion
when something goes wrong In It.
Now, It Is generally possible to forestall any failure. In the coollug system If certain simple rules of maintenance are followed.
In the main, wuter cooling systems
are all very much alike. The water
In the Jackets circulates around the
cylluders, picking up the excess heat
and then going to the top of the radiator, whence It flows downward to
the bottom through cells or tubes, getting rid of much of Its heat on the
way. A fan is provided to send air
In through the tubes of the radiator,
assisting in the dissipation of the
heat. Without the help of the fan, It
would require a much greater area of
radiation to get rid of the heat.
Water cooling systems are divided
Into two distinct types, known reand
spectively as
depends for
pump. The thermo-syphoIts effectiveness on the working of a
simple natural law. Hot water Is
lighter than cold and rises to the top.
water isystem
The
has the great advantage of simplicity ;
In fact, nothing could be simpler; it
follows directly the working of a natural law. When properly designed,
the system Is quite adequate to ordinary demands. It is particularly effective on small engines. The matter
of design Is paramount with respect
to this type of cooling system. In the
thermo-syphocooling system obstructions are more serious than In the
pump system, because there Is not the
positive flow of water which tends to
push minor obstructions of foreign
matter out of the way. The
system must be kept rigorously clean.
In the pump cooling system a centrifugal pump, driven from the engine,
forces the water around the system,
thus maintaining the circulation needed for proper cooling. As long as
the engine is running the pump Is operating and the water Is circulating.
The pump system is more expensive
to Install, which explains why a majority of our American cars use
thermo-sypho-

thermo-sypho-

n

n

n

thermo-sypho-
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SEAT IS

REVERSIBLE

LATEST CONVENIENCE
Ran

of Automobile

Occupants

Face

Each Other.

Particularly Handy When Lunching
or Attending Outdoor Events and
for Similar Purposes Plan
of Construction.
An eastern motorist has added someof novelty and convenience., to
his closed car by hinging the front
seat so that it can be reversed to
face the rear seat, when lunching In
the car, attending games, and for sim-

thing

ilar purposes.
To do this It
move the seat

was necessary to reback altogether and
upholster the lower edge as well as
the rear edge of the seat. The hinges,
which are also the seat braces, are
made of wrought iron and are of
equal length; they are padded and
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thermo-s-

cooling.
The cooling system does not need
any very great amount of attention.
It should be thoroughly cleaned out at
lease once a year and It Is advisable
to take the radiator to a firm specializing In this work for cleansing.
As much as four pounds of muck are
often taken out of one radiator. Many
car owners find It advantageous to till
the cooling system with a strong solution of washing soda and water and
then run the engine for half an hour.
This helps reduce scale deposits and
when the system Is drained and
flushed out two or three times with
clear water a noticeable improvement
In operation In Inevitable. Once a year
the rubber hose connections shouid be
renewed and the fan belt shouid be
teBted to see that It is tight enough
to Insure proper operation of this Imyphon

portant unit,

Making
Automobile

By

Front Seat of an
the OccuReversible
Face Each Other When

the

pants- Can
Lunching or
Events.

Attending

Outdoor

covered with material to match the
upholstery of the car.
brackets are riveted to each side of
the seat and back, as Indicated In the
drawing, for attaching the hinges. The
seat is reversible hy pushing at the
top, in the same manner as the seats
car are reIn a trolley or railroad
versed. G. A. Luers, Washington D.
C. In Popular Mechanics MagaairfK
Survey of Motors.

The department of commerce at
Washington has planned to make a
world-wid- e
survey a, automobile
markets.

'
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figures, 200,000, and according to the
estimate of the foreign investigators
more than half this number.
"Following the
we ascended a
highway,
small valley of steep grade directly
west of Tslngning.
Suddenly the
high road for a length of a quarter
of a mile dropped out of sight, It had
been cut as if chopped off with an ax,
leaving the
poplars and
cottonwoods with which it is lined
partly uprooted, like sentinels stricken
at their post.
"It was In this Vnlley of the Dead
that the most arresting freak of the
cataclysm occurred. Two sections of
the ancient,
highway, accompanied by the tall trees which bordered it, were cut from the line of
road following the side hill, swept hundreds of yards over the stream-bed- ,
and set, Intact, upon an angle ou top
of the heap of loose loess."

for Lusitania Treasure

Drops Half
The steainsnip Wnimiy, now outfitting on the Delaware river nenr Philadelphia, for an expedition to the spot where the Lusltnnla was sunk olt wo
'"Nxmst of Ireland during the war, to make on attempt to salvage the huge treasCunarder. Inset Is Benjamin P. Leavltt, chief
ure curried by the
diver of the vessel who has Invented a diving suit In which he says be can go
down 500 feet.

200,000 Killed
by Earthquake
Word of Appalling Disaster
Kansu Province, China, Just
Reaches United States.

in

frontier province of China Is only now,
through the reports of the relief Investigation expedition of which Mr.
Hall was a member, being made
In any comprehensive way,
known
even in China's capital and port cities.
Life Loss May Ba 200,000.

MOUNTAINS

MOVED

IN

NIGHT

"Although the density of population
h
that of
is not more than
Shantung or the Eust China plain, the
loss of life from landslides, collapsed
cave homes, and falling buildings, together with death from exposure of
In this
the unsheltered In
high altitude, was, according to official
one-tent-

Villages Were Swept Away Under Rising Sea of Loose Earth, Crevices
Swallowed Houses and Camel
Trains Dragon Waggles Tall.
Washington. "One of the most appalling catastrophes In history and,
perhaps, the most poorly advertised
calamity that has occurred in modern
times," Is the way the Nutional Geographic Magazine describes the earthquake In Kansu, China, "Where the
Mountains Walked."
"Though the tremendous slrhklng-uoccurred in December, 1920, the story
is only now beginning to spread beyond the nnrrow denies which guard
the entrance to Kansu province," says
the article.
"Mountains that moved in the night ;
landslides that eddied like waterfalls,
crevasses that swallowed houses and
camel trains, and villages that were
swept away under a rising sea of loose
earth, were a few of the subsidiary occurrences.
"Mj, Josef W. Hall (Upton Close),
who visited the earthquake area under
the auspices of the International Famine relief committee, hus brought back
one of the first accounts of the devastated country and the strange things
that happen when the earth turns Itself Into a contortionist. The area of
destruction, 100 by 300 miles in extent,
contains ten large cities, besides numerous villages.
"One of the most dramatic episodes
of the disaster was the burial of Ma
the Benevolent, a famous Moslem
fanatic, and 300 of his followers, just
as they had met In conclave to proclaim a holy war. The cave in which
they had gathered was sealed by a terrific avalunche, while the group knelt
on their prayer-mats- .
Watchman Alone Escaped.
;"JSy some miracle, the watchman at
the entrance to the cave escaped with
his life, but the others were burled
so deeply that, despite months of digging over an area of a mile, the Moslems have failed to recover the bodies
of their leaders.
"In another district Mr. Hall and
his party found that a whole mountain
topped by a temple had slid into a
A little beyond they found
valley.
that a road bordered by poplar trees
had ridden the crest of a slide for
of a mile, without ap
parent damaga to the trees or even to
the birds' nests in their branches.
"The most appalling sight of all was
the Valley of the Dead, where seven
great slides crashed Into a gap In the
hills three miles long, killing every
living thing in the area except three
men and two dogs.
"In ajpiall town on the highway
two fingers had put up at the Inn
on the evening of the disaster. In the
terror and confusion that followed
the earthquake, the landlord completely forgot his two guests. It was not
until several days later that he remembered them, and when, after con
siderable digging, their room was
brought to light, both men were found
alive.
"The subterranean dragon of Chinese cosmology who, according to the
northwest China tradition, waggles his
tail every three hundred years, this
time played havoc, such as was never
before recorded, with die face of the
earth and the habitations of men.
Likely no other earthquake In scientific annals ever changed the physical
geography of the affected region to
thoxtent of the Kansu cataclysm.
Tlie remoteness of the district In
which the earthquake occurred cannot
Although the
)ut Intrigue Interest.
'concurrent quakes In Chile and Salvador, the tidal wave of Yap and the
eruption of Mt Asama, Japan, are all
history, the Kansu disaster Is still
What actually happened in this
new
three-quurte-
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mid-wint-

Mile

Wash.
Stepping
Snoquolmle,
out to the edge of a snow-covere- d
precipice to point out some
scenery to his wife and little
son, Howard Rupert, a salesman,
disappeared into loose
snow.
Mrs. Rupert quickly notified
men nearby, who looked for
Rupert.
They were about to
give up the search on account
of darkness when the missing
man appeared. He declared he
had dropped into a loose snow- drift and fulling through, land- ed directly Into an unused log
chute to carry timber In summer
to the river far below.
Rupert said the chute was
filled with Ice nnd that be to- boggoned down Into the valley
as such a high rate of speed he
could not yell loud enough to
be heard. Loggers found he had
taken a ride of fully hulf a
mile In the
log chute.
Rupert was uninjured, but was
minus a large part of his wear- Ing apparel.

i

New Tork. A tombstone on a
plot in a cemetery can be seized
and sold at auction to satisfy a
debt for an unpaid balance on
the stone, It was decided by Justice MucCrate In Queens Supreme court.
The makers of the monument,
which was ordered by Joseph
Brandl, said that their nttorney
is arranging
to auction the
stone.
The Arm contracted with
Brand! August 20, 1920, to put
up a monument and four name
posts on his lot In Calvary
Brandl
cemetery for $1,250.
paid $475 and had the bodies
of his father, mother and two
sisters burled In the plot. Other
Installments were not met, and
after trying vainly to find
Brandl, the company brought
suit.

to Kill

seppe Varotta,
on

the

Father

to the Government.
1,000

ARE

NOW LYING

IDLE

2,312 Vessels Built by Shipping Board
in Last Five Years New Liner,
Western World, Marks End of
Plan to Bridge Sea.

Washington. When the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding corporation delivered to
the Shipping Board Emergency Fleet
corporation the new liner Western
World, for operation by the Munson
line to South America, the greatest
shipbuilding enterprise in history was
brought to an end.
From May 24, 1917, when the wooden cargo carrier North Bend, the first
vessel to be built under war contracts,
was turned over to the government by
Kruse & Banks, North Bend, Ore., to
May 9, 1922, the shipping board constructed 2,312 ships of various types
At
of 13,626,711 deadweight tons.
present more than 1,000 of these ships
are lying Idle, due to the depressed
conditions in world trade and to the
Inability of American shipowners to
meet foreign competition.
In announcing the end of the wartime program, which extended for
three and a half years after the armistice because of the contracts entered
Into during the war, the shipping board
mude public some Interesting statements showing the size of the great
fleet.

Capacity of 388,363 Freight Cars.
If all the vessels on the program
were placed In a straight line, stem
to stern, they would extend for 158
miles, and If steaming a mile and a
quarter apart they would reach from
New York to Southampton, England.
The total tonnage Is equal to the carrying capacity of 388,303 freight cars
loaded 35 tons to the car. As there are
approximately 2,800,000 cars in the
of
United States, nearly
them would be required to load the
ships. For manufacturing the rivets
s
of an
alone a steel rod
inch In diameter and 37,500 miles long
would be necessary. This would extend one and a half times around the
earth.
The building of the gigantic fleet
was not confined to the United States.
Japan constructed 30 steel cargo carriers of 243,290 tons each, and China
four steel ships of 40,000 tons.
The original program called for 3,270
ships of 18,407,276 deadweight tons.
After the armistice all construction
was canceled except when It was
found that the government would lose
more by giving up the project than by
completing them. This reduced the
program by 958 ships of 4,770,502 tons,
which represented approximately . 50
per cent of the vessels that were not
85 or 90 per cent finished.
1,017 Wooden Ships Built
In August, 1917, 431 vessels under
construction In United States ship
three-fourth-

yards were requisitioned by the government. The wood ship program had
reached a total of 1,017 boats at the
time building was reduced. Of this
number 428 were subsequently canceled, 474 completed and 115 partially
completed.
When the Emergency Fleet corporation adopted the plan of building fabricated ships and awarded contracts
for a total of 300 of 2,675,000 tons,
doubt was expressed as to the sucee.ss
of this type of construction, which
was a radical change from the accepted methods. It was recognized, however, that by having the hull steel
fabricated at bridge and structural
shops throughout the country and
then assembled at the shipyards, a
considerable expansion of the shipThe
building Industry was possible.
experiment proved to be successful.
To the Atlantic coast goes the dls
tlnctlon of having turned out the
greatest number of ships and the
largest volume of tonnage. On this
coast were built 848 vessels of 5,625,.
188 tons.
The Pacific coast was second with 759 ships of 5,254,150 tons.
The Great Lukes was third with 479
ships of 1,625,000 tons, and the Gulf
fourth with 192 boats of 849,000 tons.
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WIVES DIFFERENT

Second One Wants Man Sent to Prlsor

at

Example While First Wife
Asks He Be Returned to

His Family.

.

of Giu

Squealed

Gang.

New Tork. The fenr of the Black
Rand has never yet been lifted from
the heart of Salvatnre Vnrotta, although It has been almost a year since
his
son, Giuseppe, was
kidnaped and his body thrown Into the
Hudson river.
Frequently agents of the Black
Hand come to the corner where Va
rotta struggles to make a living by
selling vegetables and fruits from a
pushcart, and tell him that the Black

Record Fleet

on War Program Is
Finished and Turned Over

IMPORTANT WORM DISCOVERY

Placed

Probation
When Loyal Wife's Plea
Wins Judge.

Bigamist

BOY VICTIM'S TOMB
Threaten

FARM
LIVE STOCK

SAKE OF FAMILY

BLACK HAND FORBIDS

U. S. Completes
Last Ship

SPARED JAIL FOR

Tombstone at Parents'
Grave Seized for Debt

in

Log Chute; Uninjured

NEW MEXICO

Detroit. For a stage setting, a
lomber courtroom; the chief performers, a confessed bigamist, his loyal
wife, the girl he wronged; the plot, a
struggle for mastery between the
wife's desire to restore to her children
their father and the girl's demand for
justice for her baby and herself; the
wife won.
William R. Orton was brought before Judge Thomas Cotter In Municipal court for sentence. Last week
he confessed he had wed Hulda
Nicholas June 6, 1921, although he had
a wife, Florence Evans Norton, daugh
ter of a wealthy Brockton (Mass.)
manufacturer, and three children, livMrs. Orton accompanied her hus
ing.
band and the detective who brought
him here from Brockton. When he
pleaded guilty she expressed a will
to adopt
Hulda's
Ingness
daughter, Hazel, If the
court made a condition of probation.
Two Women in Court.
When Orton faced Judge Cotter his
wife and Hulda stood on either side
of him.
Flanking Hulda were her
brother, Arthur Nicholas, and Arthur's
wife, with whom she und the baby
have been living. A probation officer
stepped forward and handed to the
court a report recommending Orton
to be placed on five years' probation
on condition that he pay Hulda $5 a
week for the support of the child.
"Do you want your husband back?"
Judge Cotter asked Florence. "I surely
do," she answered. "I love him, no
matter what he has done, and my
children need their father."
"And you?" the Judge turned to
Iluldu. "What do you say?" The girl's
eyes flashed. She dug her fingers Into
the supporting arm of her brother and
bit her Up.
"I wnnt him sent to prison," she
cried. "Make an example of him. I
want justice. His word Is no good.
Put him where he can't do this to
some

other

Find That Carbon
chloride Is Effective in
stroying Parasites.

Zoologists

TetraDe-

(Prepared br th Unltad State! Daptrtnuntl
of Agriculture)
The toll exacted from the live-stoc- k

Industry by Internal parasites such
as worms la enormous, and because
of this drain on the herds and flocks
the zoologists of the United States
Department of Agriculture keep up
an unflagging search for chemicals
and treatments that may be used to
combat these organisms. Recently
they have discovered that a certain
chemical once used In medicine as an
anesthetic and now used variously as
a fire extinguisher, cloth cleaner, Insecticide, and solvent for fats and
gums, Is very effective as a destroyer and expeller of Intestinal worms.
The name of this chemical Is carbon
tetrachloride.
The effectiveness of this chemical
against certain round worms has
been announced by the department,
but what may be the most beneficial
use has Just been brought out by tests
on animals Infested with hookworms.
In the case of sheep the minimum effective dose has not yet been determined, but all the doses used, from
12 cubic centimeters to 48, in each
case given In two ounces of castor
oil, removed all stomach worms and
all hookworms.
It has been equally
effective for hookworm In dogs and
foxes, and has been used with success against some of the various kinds
of worms that Infest the digestive

tract

of pigs.

The fact that a species of hookworm also affects man makes this
discovery of the efficacy of this chemical against hookworms In various
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.
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girl."

Florence threw her arms about
Orton's neck and wept. He comforted
her. She dried her eyes and addressed Alfalfa Is One of the Best Forage
the Judge.
Crops for Hogs and Animals on
This Kind of Pasture Are Most
Wife Begs for Mate.
,
Healthy.
"She'll get $5 every week," the wife
assured. "I'll see to that. Will makes animals of Interest to medical men
as well as to veterinarians and livestock growers. Medical men are now
trying it out at several places as a
possible cure for hookworm disease
In man, and It gives promise of success. As a result of the work so far
scientists In the bureau
completed,
of animal industry consider that this
drug will prove of special value In
the removal of the various kinds of
worms In domestic ani-

"You'll Get Killed."

Hand still remembers that It was on
his testimony that five men were arrested for the crime, and that one of
them is now In the death-hous- e
at
Sing Sing awaiting execution.
Varotta saved every penny possible
for many months, enough to make a
deposit on a monument for the grave
of his son. This will bear a portrait
of the boy and this Inscription: ,
"Here lies the remains of Giuseppe
boy killed by
Voretta, a
the Black Hand. He wus kidnaped by
the Black Hand on May 24, 1921, and
Women Replace Men.
Seattle, Wash. Encroachment of his body was found In the Hudson
women In jobs formerly occupied by river, off I'iermont, on June 11, 11)21.
men Is shown In a report just Issued Erected by his father."
"Nobody but me and my wife knew
by the Seattle chamber of commerce.
In 1920, In the State of Washington, of the monument, we thought," said
there were 581 women hnrbprs, hair- Varotta, "but the Black Hand found
dressers and manicurists; 48 women It out. A man came to my pushstund
'You mustn't do that, Va
fishermen and oystermen ; seven wom- and said:
rotta. You'll get hurt, Varotta ; you'll
en dairymen, teamsters and express"What Do You Say?"
men ; five women longshoremen ; 24 Set killed."
women laborers In shipyards ; 201 build'Then the man ran away before I
only $25 a week, but we can scrape
ing laborers. 233 sawmill and planing could call the policeman, who stands
along. Please let me take him home."
mill
laborers mid 53 lumbermen,
near my pushcart ull day."
"I deserve no leniency for myself,"
raftsmen and wondchoppers.
Orton Interjected. "I am thinking only
of mj wife and children."
AVIATOR ATTACKED BY EAGLE
"It's high time you started thinking
UMBERTO SENT BY WIRE
of them," Judge Cotter told him. "If
King of Birds Breaks Neck Against
it wasn't for them you'd be on your
Airplane Strut in Battle
way to the penitentiary to serve five
in Air.
years."
The court announced that Orton
Qunntleo, Va. A combat in the air
between an eagle and a marine corps would be placed on five years' probaIf he failed to
plane, in which the king of the air tion, but warned that
lost his life, took place near Qunn- pay the $5 weekly to Hulda he would
be brought back to Detroit and sentleo.
near tenced.
Lieut. R. O. Sanderson,

flying
the flying field, saw a flock of birds
and gave chase. An eagle which had ROMANCE OF GIRL, 14, JARRED
been hovering high over the flock
wheeled on his approach and at top Sheriff Arrests
Bridegroom on Delinspeed flew directly toward him.
quency Charge Few Hours
The bird struck one of the wire
After Wedding.
braces of the plane with such force
as to break the brace and the eagle's
Port Clinton, O. The romance of a
neck. The bird then was caught in
youth and a
the
the braces of
plane. The eagle
girl was blocked here
the
measured seven feet between
by Sheriff C. J. Starkloff.
wing tips.
and Ruth
Earl Williams, twenty-two- ,
Besso, fourteen, daughter of Fred
Besso of Port Clinton, eloped and
Struck by Lightning In Chair.
Fort Wayne, Ind. While sitting In a were married at Monroe, Mich. Starkloff found thera a few hours afterchair at his rooming house one
Orvllle Callaway, age twenty-three- , ward at the home of Williams' parents
This photograph of I'rince Umberto,
Ituth here.
was struck by lightning.
heir to the Italian throne, vas trans,
was sitting on
a
Charges of having contributed to
mitted by telegraph from Borne to Hutson,
the arm of Cullnway's chair and, al- the delinquency of a minor have been
Milan in the presence of the king. This
was not hurt seriousmade against the youthful bridewas a feature of the opening of the though shocked,
ly. Callaway was taken to a hospital. groom. He pleaded not guilty. Ball,
Commercial fair at Milan.
was placed at $1,000.
He will recover,.
fourteen-

blood-suckin- g

mals.

FEED FOR FATTENING STEERS
and Corn Silage With Cotton
seed Meal and Alfalfa Favored
at Iowa College.

Corn

Thnt corn and corn silage, supple
mented with cottonseed meal, nlt'ulfa
hay und salt make the best ration for
fattening steers was shown to Iowa
farnkcrs recently. Steers fed this ration
made substantial gains in experiments
at Iowa State college and although
they were ordinary steers they made
$13 per head. This indicates that the
feeding business, properly handled
steers are
and where
started with, will pay the farmer a
good-quullt-

profit.

Other roughages, such as clover
hay, corn stover and mixed timothy

and clover hays were experimented
with. The red clover ration made a
good showing but the other roughages
lost money.
Cottonseed meal wus used to an
advantage In these experiments and
made a fine baluncer for the ration.
In speaking of the use of this protein
feed for steers the animal husbandry
men say thnt during the last 12 years
It has been used in experiments at
the rate of three pounds to 1,000
pounds of steer. It was fed for a
period of one to six months with corn
silage and good results were obtained.
Cottonseed meal,' however, as a hog
feed has caused some doubt as to Its
value due to toxic qualities but the
Iowa station has found that when fed
In rations where cottonseed meal Is
used at the rate of one part to four
parts of ration no harm has resulted.
OBSTACLE

IN

RAISING SWINE

-year-old

after-nooo-

sister-in-law-

Worm It One of Greatest
Cause of LossMany Remedies,
but Prevention Is Best

Round

One of the greatest obstacles encountered In hog production Is the
parasites which are found where
bogs have been raised for a number
of years. Probably the round worm
Is the one which la most numerous and
causes the most losses. There are
many worm remedies but the best
curt Is prevention.
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Writer Is Philosophic Concerning His Investments.
After All, He Ruminates, Knowledge
'iained in the School of Experience Is Worth Something.
Owing to circumstances that I seem
to have proved myself inadequate to
control. I have become, as the lawyers
say, "seized" of certain properties and

SHIPPING BILL

PRESIDENT THREATENS SPECIAL
SESSION TO CONSIDER SHIP
SUBSIDY

BILL.

INSISTS OH

MEASURE

possessions that require management
I
niul intelligent nersonal attention.
LABOR CONDEMNS SHIP SUBSIDY
feel, In tlie custodianship of these
AS HARDING URGES
woman
nervous
a
were
If
things, as I
PASSAGE.
who hud been Dresented with a den of
snakes or a roomful of mice to care
for.
I keep these various evidences of
box
wealth in a long sheet-stewith a hasp over the end, which Is, In
turn, kept in a hole in the wall or a
steel-line- d
room.
I cannot get Into
this pigeon hole without the assistance of a uniformed attendant who
comes and makes medicine with a key
that has a strong family resemblance
to one I own. After he has primed
tlie lock I can insert my own key
and the door flies accommodatingly
open. Then I huul out that box anu
open It and look awestrickenly at its

Scene In Mitchcl squure, Now York city, at tlie unvelllni! of tlie memorial to the war dead of the Washington
HoiKlits section of the metropolis; and Mrs. Hurry Payne Whitney, sculptor of the monument, as she appeared
at tlie ceremonies.

contents.

First Picture of Presidents New Yacht

f

I

Some of the handsomest of these
contents, that I admire most from a
wholly scenic standpoint are, I am
ink!, of least value commercially. I
have, for example, some mining stock.
I know it Is good, for I know a man
who went tlirouirh the mine himself,
personally accompanied by the owner
and his daughter, and this friend oi
mine saw the gold just us plain as
could be. So at 10 cents for each
hundred-dolla- r
share, I bought a
thousand of them. Subsequent anxious
efforts on my nart to locute that mine
and to find out anything complimen
tary about it have proved very discouraging indeed. And as for dividends on that stock, periods have
passed with tlie most commendable
reregularity. I have occupied the
A
viewing stand while they passed.
man to whom I showed the stocK
Innirlied and said it was worthless.
Wnt it was hv believing a fellow that
I was led originally to buy the stuff.
So I will not believe anybody again.
I shall hang on to that stock. I feel
sure I shall.
However, far be It from me to raise
Ned about any of these stingings I
have been vouchsafed by the smooth
hoys. When a fellow will pay $100 for
that much of that sort of stuff, he is
verv badlv in need of good sense, and
any price he may pay for It must not,
Ana it is
be regarded an exorbitant.
well to be stung just enough in early
life by buying fake stock so that one
Inocuis, as It were, vaccinated or
lated.
It may save him hundreds or
thousands later on. So my worthless
stock Is In some ways the best Investment I have. It not only was, but It
still Is. very dear to me. Strickland
Glllilan in Farm Life.

A

Kxdusive mid first picture of President Ilurdinif's new yacht, beuring linn from tlie Jlnyflower to the Navnl
cndf my w here lie attended the events of the first day of .Tune week. 'Hie President s seal and four stars may he
seen on tlie how. Nuvul aides and secret service men are on deck while the president and Mrs. Harding are In
cabin.

Hiking With Only One Leg Apiece

VICTIM OF CHILD LABOR

Prehistoric Cemeteries.
Warren K. Moorehead, archeologlst
of Philllos academy. Andover, Mass.,
has unearthed three cemeteries, 52
skeletons, 23 funeral urns and countless smuU art objects of prehistoric
residents of that section in the Caho- kia mounds near East St. Louis, 111.
' Professor Moorehead is doing researcti
'2
under the direction of the Uni'
H work
4
versity of Illinois.
"""-"t
This discovery tends to substantiate
the theory that the mounds are of human construction rather than natural
hills, It was said. At the base of one
mound a large altar was found, anu
Professor Moorehead explained it was
customary for the "mound builders"
in other sections of the Mississippi
valley to cover over the altars, after
they had served their usefulness, to
great heights hence the mounds.
Indications of an effort to smelt
lead were found In one mound, the professor explained. A smelter of baked
was
clay, in the form of a
discovered, and beside it chunks of
Near it was a vessel In the
lead;
This little girl Is kept at her task of
a modern chemist's crucible.
of
shape
stringing labels, pay for which Is one
cent an hour. A thorough investigaGoing to Try It Again.
tion of the child labor conditions In
Mary Jane had a pet
Ithode Island has resulted In startling
disclosures of the hardships, long bantam hen. Recently the latter
hours and small pay that more than hatched six little chickens, but she
five thousand children have been sub- proved herself to be an unnatural
mother and wouldn't take care of
Two veterans of the World w;ar, each of wliom lost a leg In the conflict, jected to by manufacturers of cheap
them.
hnve started from Chicago for San Francisco to attend the disabled men's jewelry, small wares and hosiery.
The family was provoked and Mary
convention, which Is to open June 20. The hoys will walls the greater part
Jane's father threatened to sell the
of the wav and will follow the Lincoln highway. In order to defray their MAY BE ANOTHER CARUSO
hen if she didn't take care of the
expenses tliev will sell a magazine along the road. Left to right they arc
chickens. That brought Mary Jane to
T
II.
Leonard
and
Itoethel
William
Jay.
strategy. That evening when her father came home she was waiting for

..iT

semi-circl-

Touch of Winter in

I'niofl
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It Is within the powers of the least
of us to be polite, straight from the
heart.

Kelp That Aching Back!

Ia your back giving out?
Are you
tortured with backache and stabbing

Doea any exertion leave you
paina?
all played out"? Feel you just can't
keep going? Likely your kidneys are

to blame. Overwork, strains, hurry
and worry tend to weaken the kidneyn.
Backache ia often the first warning.
Headaches and dizziness may come, too,
and annoying bladder irregularities.
Help the kidneys with Doan's Kidney
Pills the remedy recommended by
thousands. Ask your neighbor!

A Colorado Cas

A. Bruton. taxiWashington Warning by President
dermist and shop
Harding that he would feel obligated
maker, 249 Main,
to call Congress in. special session If
St., JJeita, uoio.,
savs:
"My back
It fulled to take up the ship subsidy
was lame and hurl,
me when I stooped.
bill prior to adjournment, was suppleMy kidneys wert!
disordered and the
mented by a White House announceunnat
secretions
ment that the administration was deural. The drinking
water
of snow
termined to press unremittingly for
when I was In the
mountains broughii
action now.
this trouble on. 1
heard of Doan's;
The President's views on the quesKidney Pills and!
tion of an extraordinary session were
tried them. Doan's bimetued me in
every way and I haven't had any
set forth In a letter written May 20
symptoms of kidney trouble for a
long time."
to Chairman Campbell of the House
Get Doan'a at Any Store, 60e a Box
rules committee expressing the hope
of
legthat the committee, in charge
FOSTER - M1LBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.
islative machinery, would open tlie
of
the
for
consideration
way
speedy
measure. Copies were obtained meanwhile by the merchant marine committee, framing the bill, and Republican committeemen declared the notice
served by the President would rally
ninny Republicans to its support.
IVSiCE
It was disclosed at the White House
that the President could suffer no
the
genuine
Always use
jr,,
greater disappointment than that STEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE
to
come
failure
would
which
through
It forces tbeso pests to run from the bulldinif fof
and fresh atr. Kats, mien, cockroaches,
put the shipping bill to a vote. House water and
ants destroy loud and DroDorty and are
on
him
carriers of diseasu.
leaders who have talked with
BETTER THAN TRAPS
the subject have stated that he lias READY FOR USE
Directions n 16 ianguattcs in ev3ry box.
been most insistent that the measure
8 ob. size 36c.
Uoi. size tl.6U.
be talten up, if necessary, as a
MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS
s!rniglit party issue, believing its enactment of tlie greatest value to the
business welfare of the country.
While the merchant marine committee was working rapidly to have the
bill in shape for the House, Representative Davis, Tennessee, a Democratic
member, launched the first minority
attack on it, declaring it "vicious" in
its provisions, and that it gave more
power to the shipping board than
"good men ought to want, or bad men
ought to have."
There are thousands of members,
Considering the Democratic opposimost of whom don't realize they betion and Republican "disaffection,
long. There are no initiation fees. No
nne of the Republican leaders assert
dues. No assessments.
ed that as matters stood it was ex
Nearly every man who smokes a
tremely doubtful if a special rule, giv
is either a member or a prospecpipe
be
could
Ing the hill the right of way,
tive member. (We say "nearly" bepassed in tlie House.
cause there are some men who find
Edgeworth not just right for them.)
becomsl amem-be- r
Cincinnati, Ohio Unqualified conAny
demnation of the ship subsidy bill was
of the "Edgeworth Club" as soon
at
voted unanimously by the delegates
as he starts to smoke Edgeworth.
the American Federation of Labor conIt won't dawn on him at first, pervention, almost simultaneously with
haps, but after he has smoked a few
President Harding's dispatch of a letcans he will notice other Edgeworth
ter asking Congress to pass the meassmokers.
ure, under threat of an extra session.
The convention also voted to send a
He will find a comradeship that he
protest against passage of the bill to
shares with them not easy to explain
House
leaders.
the Senate and
or understand, but real and lasting.
The bill was termed hy the resoluSuddenly he knows he belongs that
tion adopted by the convention as a
he is a life member of the "Edgeworth
enrich
to
scheme
devised
"cunningly
Club."
American
certain classes of
truEdgeworth smokers are generallly
ship owners nt the expense of the
good, likable chaps. It isn't smoking
ly American taxpayer, and also to provide patronage which Is certain to be
Edgeworth, of course, that makes them
so. They happen to be the kind of
used for purely political purposes."
choose Edgeworth.
The resolution concluded with the men who
statement that tlie bill was "conIf you have never tried Edgeor1tl
demned as Inimical to the public Inand think you might like to join the
' Club, " we'll be glad to introduce you
terest, and particularly destructive to
the nation's hope for sen power."
as our guest.
Write to us.
France Firm on Russian Policy.
A post card will do. Just send us
Paris. Premier Polncare, in his
name and address and say "I'd
your
note to the British government, in relike to try Edgeworth," and we'll send
the
recent
British
to
memorandum,
vou free samples of
ply
does not recede an inch from the poPlug Slice and
If
sition taken in his memorandum of
add the
you'll
June 1, with respect to The Hague
name and address
conference. He Insists that if the
of the dealer you
adan
to
in
come
agreement
powers
usually buy your
to
a
united
front
vance and present
tobacco from, we'd
the Russians at The Hague and not
appreciate the
courtesy.
permit, them to stray from the point
they can and will accept all required
Edgeworth
of them. As proof of this, M. Polncomes Ready-Rubbcare instances what they have done
or Plug
for Italy in the treaty just concluded.

Colorado River Floods 2,000 Acrea.
Brawley, Calif. The Colorado river
levee broke at llaab ranch, two miles
east and a mile and a half south of
Blythe, Calif., according to messages
received here. The gap In the levee
measures 200 feet and is expected to
widen,
nccordlng to the messages. Two
Rate.
Encouraging French Birth
acres were inundated. The
thousand
fund
In France there is a
town of Blythe itself was reported to
for the purpose of encouraging large be
in no danger.
families. Upon three different occasions rather large sums of money have
300 Persons Drowned In Flood.
been given, for this purpose by M.
San Salvador, Republic of Salvador.
The principal awards are 100
Three hundred persons are known to
disprizes of 10,000 francs each to be
have been drowned and many persons
the
to
deserving
tributed annually
are missing following an abnormal rise
hemls of families of more than five in the Avelhuate and
Arenal rivers,
francs
90
of
25,000
children and
prizes
which overflowed their banks and
or
at
least
for the heads of famines
joined together In one stream, inunnine children. The donor of these
the Cnndelarln district of this
In
the datingSeveral houses were
awards accumulated his wealth
city.
swept away
oneratlon of a large department store by the
raging torrent. The governIn Doflo anrl Hlirlnir hid llfpttmp It WBH
ment has sent a relief expedition here
a constant source of concern to him to to succor people In distress. A large
note the dwindling birth rate of his
subscription list has been started for
country.
the relief of the sufferers.

"Where's your hen?" he demanded.
"Is she caring for her chickens?"
"Oh, no." Mary Jane was very serious. "She's in the hen coop getting
ready to lay some more eggs to hatch
some more chickens."
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You can

'Edseworih Club"
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Up III Milwaukee a singer has been
discovered whose voice, according to
musical critics, may almost equal that
of Caruso. He Is a paperhanger and
his n.inio Is .Too ItrnmHlL

i

Ready-Rubbe-

ed

Edieworth

him.

the Summer

This Isn't u winter picture. Just a summer scene In Rainier National park,
Washington, snapped at Paradise Inn, 5544 feet above sea level. These tourdriven from Seattle, only a few hours away, and are viewing the
ists
ftnow tunks which are to he found here during the entire summer.

(WeiUra

The Cuticura Toilet Trio.
Having cleared your skin keep It clear
by making Cuticura your every-datoilet preparations. The Soap to cleanse
nnd purify, the Ointment to soothe and
heal, the Talcum to powder and perNo toilet table Is complete
fume.
without them. Advertisement

Ready-Rubbe-

d

is already rubbed for

you. You pour it straight from the
can into the bowl of your pipe.

Both kinds pack nicely, light quickly, and burn freely and evenly.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes
to suit the needs and rr.oans of all
purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug
Slice and Edgeworth
are packed in small, pocket size packages, in handsome tin humidors and
glass jars, and also in various handy
quantities.
For the free samples address Larus
& Brother Company, 00 South 21st
Street. Richmond, Va.
Ready-Rubb-

ed

To Retail Tobacco MerchaM&n If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
d
for the same price you
.
would pay the jobber.
Ready-Rubbe-
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Something to Think About

NEW MEXICO

THE PRAYER

COULD NOT HIT A

IDDIES SIX

LICK FOR MONTHS

OF A HORSE

Lloyd

LOOM
Products

By Laurnce E. Cash.
Baby Carriages &Fumiturs
Petersburg Resident Says She Had
WillM.Maupin
By F. A. 1DALKER
O
of
MAN,
my Lord and Master, hear
About Lost Hope
Getting Be:
Thou
my
prayer
aiiiiiiiiiimiimimiimimmimmiiiiiiiK
tterNow Well and Happy.
, Ask Your Local Dealer
Water me, feed me, keep me clean
A PROBLEM WORTH WHILE
In
work
me
when
reason.
and
0
Lord,
Write Now
"Tanlac has been such a blessing to
day's work be done give me sheTJB HAS tackled divers questions me I can't help singing Its praises," my
e
for
from
wind
a
lter
cold
and
and
rain,
whether we be with it In the verdured
SILENCE
With assurance great to view, said Mrs. T. J. Archer, highly esteemed clean,
In a stall wide enough
bed
dry
Illustrated
fields or forest, or in our own rooms, From
resident of 1147 Shepurd St., Peterspreserving our digestions,
for me to lie down In comfort. Do
Booklet
DLAY the silent part In all your Is that we get a closer view of our
Up to how big game pursue.
not tie my head in an uunutural poburg, Va.
"I had Indigestion so bad I couldn't sition or cut off my tall, which is
joys nnd sorrows. Let neither ex- faults nnd frailties in quite a new He has done work literary
cessive happiness nor great grief over- and surprising light, frequently dazWith an nlr of honest pride.
eat a tiling without being In misery for my only defense against flies. Do not,
whelm you.
zling our wondering eyes und chunging And has writ In manner cheery
hours, and the pain around my heart O Man, drive me rapidly down hill.
Control your speech arid spirit under us for the better.
All ubout race suicide.
caused by the gas seemed ull I could O Lord, do be merciful and consider(Copyright.)
ell conditions, even when the clanging
stand. I constantly had headnches ate of me in hot wenther, and do not
-O
Of canals and arbitration.
din around you urges you to trumpet-tongueThen kick, strike or otherwise abuse me
and awful spells of dizziness.
And of Income taxes, too;
when I do not understand your deThe Llovd Manufacturing Company
retorts.
to mnke matters worse rheumatism sires.
I'rod me not with merciless
THE
CHERUB
Co.)
Of the freight glut situation
When tho storms of mischief-maker- s
In my arms, shoulders and knees alDipt, fi
spurs. Teach Thou me to understaud
And the right course to pursr
shake your house of cluy to Its
Menominee, Michigan
most drove me to distraction, and for Thy desires. Siieak gently unto me,
(18)
To mnke railroads come to centei,
very foundations and cause your soul
three months I couldn't do a stroke of O Lord, Thy voice means more to
I like to 60
Or
to
Monroe
back
rid
up
to tremble with apprehension, hold
me than whip nnd reins. I have a
work.
To be brief he Is a Mentor
"I had Just about decided it was no sense of humor. I'lay with me, and
your peace.
men
can
all
know.
that
Knowing
Be cool nnd culm and patient.
use to take any more medicine when pet me, O Man, and I will gladly lend
to Thee In willing service.
They Cost Less
To be otherwise Is perilous ns It
my husband brought me a bottle of myself
But he has his limitations
because they girt longer urvice
goose.
atvpid
on me, O Master, when
Have
mercy
Invites fresh attacks from those seeknever
a
touch
have
I
Tanlac. Now
Just like any other man.
o
clever
Every pair of
I have
and do give me one spooning your destruction.
of Indigestion. Headaches and dizzy ful of colic,
He can't solve some situations
will relieve me
It
'Curb resentment through the snarl-1ti'Cause no humcn mortal can.
Gpells are a thing of the past, and Quickly. When I have scours dreneft
Tkt.t I
tempest; lift up your face to the
rheumatism has left me entirely. I nie with
Vainly would he wilt his collar
And, 0 Master,
whirling clouds, and remember that
never have known a medicine to equal when I be galled, have sores on
If he faced the problem great
.store
beyond them there is always the clear,
Tanlac."
How to muke a single dollar
shoulders or back, wire cuts, scratches,
for Fvtvre.
Berene sunlit sky, Indifferent to the
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggist
Feed and clothe a bunch of eight.
mange or swellings, apply Thou
SuSPENDERSi
clamorous noises, below.
to mine affected parts and I
we..
miaimnteed for full
(Copyright.)
yeir'f wear. Men like
will praise Thee for relief from mine
O
Rnc"n
"Let not your heart be troubled."
Pay your debts first nnd give
their mav rtretcli and comfy
fwl. AthYourDMUri
If he
afflictions.
will enable me to
Think of the content that will ulafterwurd.
Forty Kind of Buoys Used.
can t supply you, emu direct,
do Thy bidding with delight.
giving dtkler nonie.
There are forti different types of
timately be yours If you hold loyally
ft
t
recti
O
SmpenaerC
is Just as good for
Man,
to the right course and continue In
SAVE SHOES AND STOCKINGS
Mf,., Adrian, bitch.
buoys used at seu, each of which has
similar human Ills.
well doing.
a meaning of Its own.
They will lat twice
long If you Shake
O
Lord,
made
Is
Remember,
Into Yo'tr Hhoe ALLEN'S FOOTEASB,
Think of the eyes that are watchIn mercy by New York Drug Concern,
the powder for the feet. It takes the friction from the shoe and Elvea aulck relief to 401
ing you, the loved ones who are deLafayette Street, New York City.
swol
Corns,
sore,
Bunions,
Callouses,
aching,
on
and
believyou, trusting
pendent
len, tender feet. She Re Alien s Foot Kane Praise Thou this (Inn for their allevIn
Into
soul.
shoes
bliss
of
the
feet iation of beastly ills.
and enjoy the
your
ing
nobility of your
without an ache.
Advertisement.
Do nothing, think nothing and say
O Master, when I full to eat examnothing that will shake their faith in
Tomorrow is the first day In the ine my mouth for the cause. Do not
me when I can not eat. Be merwork
you, or cause you to lose faith In
fool's calendar.
ciful unto me. 0 Sinn, nnd I will serve
yourself.
Soap 25c Ointment 25 uo 50cf Ttlcnoi 25c.
Thee and Thy family many years
By keeping still In great stresses
Important to Mothers
with a glad heart.
of emotion the atmosphere around you
of
bottle
Examine
every
curefully
BLAKE
toin, itrairfrt?
Finally. O Lord, when my youthful
becomes cooler, and your enemies or
CASTOltIA, tiiat famous old remedy
pttuplo
and strength be gone, nnd my LOOK
very old. It
accusers gradually lose their heat and
lor infants ana cnmireu, and see that it beautyof service
neoessarv
turn
neither
ended,
days
befome more easily susceptible to
Bears the
me out to stnrve and freeze, nor sell color Rtow m bring back orijuni color
reason.
Others, while they try to win, get
atop aanarurr. At all good druggist.
me to Rome cruel man to he tortured. quicKir
ENJOY THE GAME
of
Signature
76c, or direct from
CbmiuU, Maiim, True.
Silence Is the most magnificent nnd
Just as much fun out of it if they lose. In
0 Man, If Thou he financially unable
30 Years.
Use
Over
for
to care for me In my old days, take AOKNTS
Impressive thing In the universe.
"1ENTLEMEN who play golf will And they never stump on their clubs or
OI'I'OKTU-LTKXTUAO'imXARY
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria Thou my life In the kindest way.
New irult prucltlct "jWls" any fruit
What more sublime than the hush
tell you that the man who tries throw them away, or swear at the cadj
Co., St. Joneph, Mo.
Henr and answer my prayer, O my Juice like ningic.
of a sturry night In the solitude of too hard never does very well at It.
dies.
vast hills or endless plains?
It Is very Important to win in any- WOMAN HAS HISTORIC PEN Lord, and YOUR Ood will reward you
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Incidentally, he never gets any fun
both here and In the hereafter.
What more than silence Impresses out. of the game.
thing. But It Is more Important to get
all
With
so
reverence
unto
I
pray
Used
Bo deeply, so profoundly, the thoughtDisturbed Slumbers.
There are many parallels
by President Harrison When He
your allownnce of fun out of It as yon
Thee In the name of Film, who was
ful man or woman of his or her in- golf and life, which is doubtless the go along.
Signed the Present American
Jly sister nnd her two young song
born In a manger. AMEN.
visited grandmother last summer. The
reason that so many people are devotsignificance?
Copyright Bill.
Sitting wheezily In any rich man's
These close Intimacies with Nature, ed to It.
older one, who had a new toy dog,
club you will find old gentlemen who
,
Like
Son.
Like
Father,
The recent celebration by the
wns much disturbed lest his dug's
beyond all others, bring home to us
Golf, of course, Is a game, and only wanted to win more than anything
Hilly had received n small hook for slumbers be disturbed by the noisy
long forgotten promises, old f;ices nnd a game.
Yet there are many of Its else, and who did win fortunes, but League of American Ten Women of
on
the
friendships lost in the mist of yeurs, followers who can see only the advan- lost their health and their happiness their twenty-fiftanniversary, or Easter containing Wide verses,
young brother.
,
Hith startling clearness.
silver jubilee," makes this story cover of which appeared a picture of
tine
tage of winning, and who come in sour in the effort. And, with all their monshortly after their
Jesus as the (Jood Shepherd seated arrival, an elderly neighbor in answer
But the best thing about silence. and
If they lose.
timely :
ey, you can set them down as losers.
There Is good sportsmanship In all
During the administration of Ben amidst His (lock and holding a lamb to a persistent ringing of the hell, dishuman effort. There are things the jamin Harrison, the present American in Ills arms.
covered my young nephew at '.he door
His father carefully explained the witli Ills woolly dog tucked under liia
William
good sportsman will not do, even to copyright bill was passed.
win. One of them Is cheating; another McKlnley, then a member of the house significance of the picture and added: arm.
is becoming so absorbed in the pursuit of representatives, offered the hill, the "And you, my son, are one of His lit"Would you nli'use put my littler
of victory that he forgets everything data for which was supplied by Mar- tle lanilis."
dog to sloop In youi bed'.'" lie queried..
mon
child
The
studied
the
else as he goes along.
picture
"It Is too noisy at grandmother's."
garet Sullivan Burke, newspaper corJohn Burroughs, who probably never respondent, und afterward first presi ment.
Chicago Tribune.
old
one
nre
of the
"And you
sheep,
had more than the necessities of life In dent of the League of American Ten
all his existence, got full measure of Women. She gave this league Its first are you, daddy?" was his guileless
Anxiety
comment.
The fortune teller held his hand,!
enjoyment that was denied to many home nnd its name.
who made a thousand times as much
nnd followed h!s lines.
Afterward, when President Harrison
How It Is at College.
money,
"you are about to have serious
incidentally, he was a very signed tills hill,, the pen with which
At one of the dormitories of n
successful man, for he added to the he signed It was presented to Mrs.
trouble," she said, "with a dark gentlesum of human knowledge.
Burke by Elijah Halfonl, his prlvute
college for women two young man who "
"A .moment," he said, nervously.
Win If you can. Get a fortune If you secretary, and one of her old Indiana housemaids were continuing notes on
"Sec If bis inline is Hose, and If he 18'
can. Money means Independence, and friends. This pen is now in the posses- academic life.
sion of her daughter, Hilda Burke.
the ability to do good in the world,
"Well," said TCorah, dimpling, "the my Janitor." .
But never forget that there Is enjoy
faculty lias the brains, and the colSome start the day's work and some
If you want "Uncle Satn to do It." lege girls has the clothes, but, believe
ment as well as trouble In life, and
thut If you nre not too Intent on win of course, he is going to take your me. the maids lias the looks!" passively allow the day's work to stm t
Youth's Companion.
them.
ning what the world culls success, you money to do It with.
will be happier us you go along, and
stand just us good a chance of muklng
your life worth while, and the world
better off because you lived In It.
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receives and entertains his
Mends, and who does not. himself, per
sonally, give supervision to the repast
which he offers thm, Is not worthy of
naving menus.
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Vath
THINK FOR YOURSELF
IS always good policy to read clean
lltertiktrte, to consider the advice of
those v.fc should know what they are
talking or writing about, and to listen
to good sermons, but no one ever was
kept va the right pathway by what be
read or heard spoken unless he used
bis brain.
Everyone's life is In his own keeping.
Whether be is happy or unhappy.
whether he Is successful or unsuccessful, whether be Is earning for himself
an eternal home In heaven or hell depends on himself. Wise men and honest men may direct one to the proper
road, but no one can make a human
being do what Is right If he refuses to
lo so.
Nearly every one remembers thut old
proverb, "You can take a horse to water, but you can't make him drink."
But too often the lesson It Is supposed
tortfeh falls on deaf ears.
It Is always dangerous to follow the
mob. Oue may become quite popular
with a certuln class If he will do as
that clans wishes. But popularity of
that sort Is seldom worth a great deal.
Titos1 who find real enjoyment In life
ami those who stand out as leaders are

seldom found in the
populnr crowd.

midst

of the most

If one's mentality Is normal, whether

he Is educated or uneducated, he Is
likely to come near the proper goal If
he uses his brnln. But let hlin constantly depend on the Judgment of
others to direct his footsteps and the
chances are ten to one that he'll be
headed toward a fall.
No one knows as well as oneself
what Is good for him, except when Illness conies and the skill of the physician or surgeon Is necessary to mend
the bodily dnmage. Yet millions constantly go whining about, seeking art-vifrom their fellows, the while losing much of their Just share of happiness.
When one accidentally stumbles or
when he Is pounced upon by the rattler
bidden beside his path, his misfortune
Is excusable.
But It Is no excuse for
man or woman of normal mentality

blaming downfalls on others.
The wisest persons are those who
don't think they know it all,
(Copyright.)

0
Asiatic Peoples.
Alpine people are frankly Asiatic.
They originally come from the Pamir
uplands. Half of the Alpine types of
the present world, the Turkoman, the
Turkish or Tartar, the Armenian nnd
the Levantine are still natives of
Asia.
Living men of Homo Snplens
s
Alplnus or the normal
of Frnnce nnd Germany have been
found In Afghanistan and Samarkand,
places from whence their ancestors
had never migrated,
round-head-

TN THE purts of the country where
A fish
may be caught, cooked and
eaten the same day, there is no more
appetizing nnd healthful food. Fish
should be cleaned nnd placed on ice,
never leaving It until put into the oven
or broiler; then the flavor will be good
and the dish appetizing.
Pike, bass, pickerel and perch all
abound In the fresh waters. There are
any number of ways of serving them
Stuffed and baked, the pike and pick.
erel are excellent. The perch are
usually fried until crisp and browa
They should be rolled In seasoned
flour before cooking.
A meaty fish Is very good boiled In
acidulated water and served with
cooked spinach and this sauce:

Here's a real treasure
from Nature's storehouse

Nwi.nr

llotua

..;"dt mitt

and Bane

ow
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that famous wheat and
barley food brings you all the natural
goodness of the grains in perfected form,
with a crispness and flavor that charm
the appetite.
an ideal
You will find Grape-Nut- s
dish for breakfast or supper-timReady to serve from the package, with
cream or good milk.

ai

. mm

Grape-Nut- s

e.

Order

Grape-Nut- s

from your

grocer today.

Grape Nuts
--

V

the Body Builder

Made by Postuai Cereal Company, Ine.
BattU Creek, Mich.

ti
W

so-call- ed

Creole Sauce.
one can of tomatoes (a pint),
season well with one teaspoonful of
salt, a diish of eavenne. Artrt nno onn.
ful of fresh mushrooms thnt h nvA hppn
cooked In butter for five minutes. To
the butter left In the nan arid twn
tablesnoonfuls of flour; stir
smooth. Add to the sauce and cook
ull together until thick. Add two
of onion lulee. one ctppii
pepper, finely chopped, and pour the
whole over the boiled fish.

Waal am

.1

"refined" foods are
Many,
robbed of vital elements which the body
needs.

Sift

22.

:

old Mother Nature has
placed in wheat and barley the
wonderful food properties which build
and sustain life and health.

one-hal-

IB

vvc

Mm

GOOD

Banana Filling.
Scrape and mash two ripe bananas,
add one fanlespoonful of lemon Juice,
two tablcspoonfuls of powdered sugar
f
and
cupful candled orange
peel. Use on yellow cake, top with
whipped cream.
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'There's a
Reason"

Date And all cattle in the following brands
Z F" on left side; "Cros3 I L
Of Sale Postponed By Order "Cross
A;" on left side, X on left side, CrosL
To July 10, on left thigh and V on jaw: JH on left
Of The Court
side and double

''Diamond Tail''-oand "A B bar
reverse J slash" not covered by.
ilie tirst above .description and
of 4C0 vhead and more wi'h
ihe brands thereof; also 25 head
more or less of horses ami mares in
the following brands: "Cross II," "A,"
and
"Cross I Lazy Seven,"
"Cross V" together with increase. H
being the intention of the dtsciiption
in (his paragiaph to cover such cattle
t of the
.inuer the second ni.iit-to Melugili, assigi td to plain if.'.,
'hat are not coveted by the first chattle
mortgage to '1 lie First National bank
if Magda'ena, and in addition the
horses and mares, all 'of which cattle,
horses mid mares arc now ranging at
ir near what is known an the Cooper
,r N H K iiicli, lecattd about ten
oiles northwest of the town oi Aragon
oeorro (now Cat run' county), New
Mexico, togethei with all the increase
i.'di li'ipi :n of said cattle. It being
t.e tiue intent of .nis description to
over all caiiie in the above brands be
he same more or less wheresoever the
same may be fcund, also said brands and
... right to use ihe same n.a:k:- and
and canymg title, although
s id property may have other marks

11, 1922.

left

IN 1 UK DISTRICT COURT, CATRON

COVNIY, SiiVLN'iH JUDICIAL
OK , NEW
Di.VlKK T, STA'l
.MFXkO.
Mrs. Kffiic M. Cooper, Assignee,)
.
of Joe Mclugin, agent,
)

side and jaw,

Tlie

Store

Cask

"

I

Plaintiff, )
vs.
)No. 2
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
)
Wallets. lAi-- K. Walters,
L.uii.'i Wallers and ihe First )
National Bank of Magdalena, )
'
)
New Mexico.
Defendants. )
NOTICE OK FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order of
iile and decree of foreclo.sure of
chattel and real et:htte mortgages,
::ore'mil'u.T menttorcd, issued out t
ll.e District Court oi ihe Seventh Judii;. iJistiie.f, in mid for (.lie County ol
Cai.nm, Stale of iVw Mexico, on tin
day of December, l!U, in Hi.
vhvrein i.f!')e M.
above entilled
Joe Molugih,
of
Assignee
(.ptr, and
Owen R. Wallets. Clyde
con U. Wal'eis, Laua
. v, hi vi
W illiTs ant! Tiii: first National JJiml
of 51a;;;ti!i'ns, New KoMco. a cfU)ora.
lf !' tiJan'd, lvii cauw nir- t'on,
.
lid bl Hllds.
en Ihe d Ki t of said court,
ber two
AND KL RTI1ER, I, the undersigned
Nol.'onal tun!'. 01
wneiein 'i Inmaster and receiver, will, on
Madalena, Ntw lie.xiei.-- a baniunf special
the Uth day of Juiy.l 22,
,Ui;SJ)AY,
judiinient io.
poral'i ii,
10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
t
at
Uieiion
,tl..
wuli
S)l,
mien..
,:.:j;i,4
ent door oi th court houst , Reserve,
rate ol ten p?i- ceo., i'rein Aukii
at
Mrs. Kfic Calro.i County, Now Mexico,
31, ,921, until
.iiblic aucli'.n io the highc-- t and bm-l. Co,
,;e,i.t.n, ard Ow.n R. W:
o'escii'o-e.- i
-;
c.afh, Ihe
iiidip. r
V1;a
cr.-- ,
Cycle E. Waiurs, Lion K.
said real
in
lied
real
estate,
.jiti, ami l.s.ura Walters, ('ei'ervlanli-.tale mortgage above described, as
miii of a ecita
,n. d d. rive ol'ion-clows:
auJ
n
'te
txecllt.
h.c.tti nioi i('.at:e,
All ihe Smth half (h' of the S.iutl
Mu. Hlie h
.ii,
..lo.oinl.er i
; oii-ast qii.il ier (hLj) and Ihe St.uih ball
and Cirirlo L. Humphrey,
of Ihe Southwest quarler (SWJ'i
as
liiiliiink
n..
inorlg-ap:i.K i(r;
f.air (4) and SoUlh half (Ss)
iid ,hi,h eitid nil ri.;;.,;e was (nt;d Ii
if the hou.hwest quarter- (S'V) and
id in toe oilii-- ol ilie C"iinty
,uth hall (Si) Southeast quarter
iid Re..'0i iier of Siii'oi ro ci unly, Ne.
viexi.-oon Japinny
, 1920, and nun
.'I'D of section t.ve (5) and Southwest
and
eiodoHil, securing a proti.isaoiy no!, ,aai ter (SWi) of Section eiht (ft)
Section
ol
c. i t at,
ini
(NWJ
and
itii
Northwest
an,
ir
qnartii
(4)
Four
Town, hip
(!'),
sine
nev.al.s or exlunsiens thereof, ai,
M.
iri.lelit.ediiess 0 von R. W alien-uih, Range Seventeen (17) Wst,
I. iVl. P. M. containing six hundred
E. Wallers, Leon R.-- Waltoi.
ml foity (did) acies and Ytferied Uand Laura Vv alters assumed ind afrieoi
w u.iv. iha property
said in- s what, is l.iiov.n as the Ct.ptr Home
'otcdnt-nbo.o.n reriain ratJc m
t,;mh in the county of Socorro (now
.. iron comity), New Mexico
aiv
anils hereinafter
described,
1 bat. the amount of S.od judgments
.hUh in iiiae was a Jirsl and piie
-- n
a
ami
u
interest to the date ol side tre-titheim.n,
ioso,
judgment
The First Naiicna! Bank ol
fv'.czU-tuere:
..!
ows:
of
certain
a
:"crte oi
ate murtgiigu nude and exeiutu
agdiilena, New Mtxice, $7141 21, and
lotai
E'hc . i. S. 1'ilhe XL Co. per
.iftowUir 4, tlt.9, l.y
i2t,t:.'A.KI
of
t
ifiotiiit
in .rfgagor,
jud;ir.'tn:s
icipor, piiiintiii,
Wm. r. MOIJ.EY,
uen Faic- ner, tiuslee, as mortgajtc
Sfecial Master and Receiver.
anu mi bolid! of aunl baisU, vlii
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Groceries,

Wal-'e.-

Our

9

cut-t-

1

You not only protect your

savins, but you get paid for

in

-

doing so when you have a savings
account at this bank.

Money that's idle means money

7

wasted, rut your saving io wui&
and watch the interest grow
We watch both the principal and interest for
you and relieve
you of all the
,

v

V
Y

i

banking '.vorries.

bt

t

foil-win-

f.--

.

The RSSKKVK STATE BANK
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.

The Reserve Garage

cli.-'l-

-'

Lathe Work

General Impairing:,

Ox j - Acetylene Welf ; i r- g

Gss, Gils, Accessaries and Supplies
Compare our prices with others,

-

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
'

A. G.

s

Phone No.

HILL, Manager.

.
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i--

-

MOD"! N, UP - TO - DATE
HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER
STEAM HEATED

'
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.lorlfjecc was. duly reeoriieo in t!:i
nice of tin- - county uteris and reeorei
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a
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Valteis a.id
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W.
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NOTK K FOR PUBLICATION,
Lam'
lepi.riiot n( of the Interior U.S.
m, 0 lice at lias Cruces, New Mexico. May
chi.
I. i :'L.
Notice is hereby given that Fust-hiJu.
.L Arairon, of Aaff.n, New Mexico
C'ly
ai,
lio.t.n
35,195) made Hemesteat

:,u.e ol a cOj tail!
iejee
icl iii,.ni;;v-- t , i;.'..e and executed
:,nii, ,'i(i, i.y Ov.ui U W a: ers,
Wiihe. s, Lteii ii. Waiie-ii.
.auiit vVal.eis, d; ierelaius in sw.i
cause, as niortjjV.oi'i., U
t,oe en i
e i'oeiii!;:il, !.o !;.; g'ee, wi.il li nioi
,0;e was duly rerouted in tile tii:i. e
eieiK and reorder ,i hi
isu i:oUiny
on A.ii,:itr;
rro ri uidy, I'iew ,li

The Bent Meals and Dining Koom Service
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

A

,

et

ii

Ma-e-

.

WJi; in li.n k ol, at page WJ,V,M6,
,4 ih.'.'e certain proinissoiy rr t.
will
.ieh for he- sum of f&M.U,
iiteresi at the rate of si:; per tout pi
from date until paid aiii
iinruui
a intmy's
fees, the piopeity

EAT AT THE

thi

,

I eii
in.lt bi.ness
(.
caiiie, ihe iiiiieaie t h e i ,t
i;nd eel Hill huiheS K! ('
0.', biiiiiiis,
niiirc.;, ;ei I'eiog hi'i. iii.u tor rnoiv pa.-lii .'. i ibi.ii, wl.iel. . ba'.n-morta sectou nioi:g;:;.,e :j.!ai ,;irwas
..j;.;
Hi i.iVol"
oi
ct to said pl ioi

Treatment

, Courteous

that the Market A.lor

"

I'h

WE APPRECIATE AND

WANT YOUK

t

PATRONAGE

''''

;

first N.t.i.aiai iiani,

of

Ne.7 iiuAic'', iil.ieve rntjii
h.ci, moMiipj and the

ll.eitby

.l.i

V.

.0

plai.itii'l,

by Joe

Meitij;ii,

In.

II

itleiuin

wife,

on

II

U

it.

E.a

and

Juiy iS,

19--

1',

,

019;:

link Pei alia Alberto A'chuleta
New Mexico, Nemecia Asc.arat
fi.04
Registe

NOIIi'E FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Inlerior.U.S.Lani
ifTice as. Las (.rices, New Mexico, Juttt
'. L

k ii, nr.

J. .!.,)

LIlie

Mrs.

vv.:inn'

i.laie-la-

;j
lOo

:f. r
Sec.2!.:
Wj SW
Nl j, N.J i'i'--l Section i'.
ownshio 'i S. Range 19 W. N. M. F.
'erid'-uibus trial noiite of intentior
Proof,-- ft
0 make final three yeais
abevt
tablish claim to the land
escribed before T. C. Turk, U. t
mmissii ner, at Reserve New Mcxit-the 12th day of July 19.i2.
Claimant names as witnesses;
David Archuleta Salvador Archulet:

No.
I Pec.

s.iiid

Good Service
.
All
Delicaces

i

.

am

NOTICE is hereby given hat Emir.v
If Rottter.of Armron.Npw Mexico, wlu
...ii,-a.. rj.,...
.
Oil AUgUSt XI,
ll'J ' llliiot- j.tv!iij.;iLt:..u
Si-.- i
fori-- 8
No.01d.-I27NF.J
NWJ;
Entry
hi SEJ NWJ; N.VN'i NLJ SW; SWi

NWi SWi; KE
SV. i;NWJ, SF. NWJ SV.'J:
NV
'toi-nilers
ni .he
SWI NWi SW: V,' SW vV'
of boct.uotounsy New jSleXu:.
.SE NLj
'A; N4 NE l.'F. NW;
NoW 'I LLULIOLL, I, the ui.ti.
Nwi Section 17 and
Si Nl'J
'iv',:
K.
and
Hosier
euve;,
hpoc.ui
Section 18, Township
i' SEj NL
.ii.y apjiointed assiKh under said
17 w,, N. M. P. Meridian
Iv.uiee
S.,
d ciee wi;i vrt
filed notice of intention to rnak.
of Jut; ,19.2, las
viONU.W ,tne 10th
three year Proof, to estahlisf
inal
id
u
M.
A.
of
o'clock
si.
i tin
day,
to the land above desc ibt l.befoi
claim
..iie i'lotil tloor of the j.tts.i.K'.tc,
An
at
T. C. Turk. U. S. Commissioner
public am Is t:
,.,n, New iatxico, ;till
Reserve. New Mexico, on the 25th day
iiiid
1..
besi
the
h:,t',lit.it
i,:Uiur,
io
of July, 1922.
c
the i.alowiiij; des.ci
ti
Claimant names as witnesses:
properly and chattels,
J. w. Sliirnmins, of Reserve, New
. All that cei lani he id oi
cato
iaryo
Mexico.
Oiisisuug of 400 bead or more of eotf
M. P. Birmingham, of Aragon New
calves, bulls,siteis and lu iiers hi iuuli
Mexico.
V on jaw and Cross L on left hip aia
of Reserve New Mexico
I. C. 'im-e"Uamiiid 'liiil" on left s de ant
S. Brock, of Aragon. New Mexico
F.
"Diamond Tail" on lei I hip as desertNemacia Ascarate,
ed in the said chattel mortgage to li t
Register.
First National Bank of Magdalena- ,hi :.,(. tin. tut
oiiae oi Uie

v,

tio duly

NWj

riicoiiiu
an--

jtidg-..en-

Ntit-V-iiNK-

N ,VJ

n

m

i

,

s

Hifigios

oi Mo A

fee, Propri. lurs

t

i

Cigars, Tobaccos, CeDrkks
Lund, Gaods

J

a.

.

I

A

pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two

MADDKN

MAOOALKNA
.irORRO
Wilson Bid?
itch .Vul0'.
Hinclice in all the 'otirm

Line Ii'.. C'ope
jUbgu.tnt afeainsl twt n
V. liters, Clyoe K.
Wmteo, I.cc.i! 1.

,.e pi...ii..ii,

Use Evdry Effort to Please Our Patrons

YOU VISIT MAGDALEN

Ac

Lawyers
OFFICES

vVilLliiN LNbLli SAil) LLCKi.

FUNKE, IVoprietor

of f.

WHEN

tieioiiiaUor

oenife

vtii

iliea

oia-nei-

We

BL'N'TOX

,

said m.irlcvr- -'
:.

HERMAN

i

Nov, .Mcxi.'O, el
,
l
uioaiy Hi, HUj, in ijook oi
No.
at pane 4 !M, and fur:!..
oiiu ii.
urnij; said no;c in
a;.d pxWi
rei., ami the
iiieiuioi:: e
.on th.-r- of, lie real
f

Dry Goods,
Shoes, etc.

nnriu isrorniTfir rniinuiv
NEW

MAGDALENA''

Morley Refuge

MEXICO

NOTICE

OF FORFEITURE

At a meeting of the State To: Mike Mandell, H. M. Dougherty
held at
and Carrie M. Childers, their heirs,
Game
Commission,
executors and administrators, and
Sunt Fe, on April 8th, the folto All whom it May Concern:
.
Described
area set,
lowing
You are hereby notified that we have
aside to be kimwri as Morley
expended Five-- Hundred Dollars(?500.!0)
tjimfi refujre:
in labor and improvements upon the
All of Two- - 1 N. , Range 10 W. IRON CROWN
unpatented lode mining
situated within Catron County. claim, for the benefit of the group of

Siricd

contiguous claims, which group embraces the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron
Bar, Iron Ring and Iron unpatented
lode mining claims, situate in TiV
noticTFaFpoinment OF AD- - Cooney Mining District, Catron county,
iv'.lNISTUATLX:
State of New Mexico, the location
IN THF PROBATE COURT OF notices of said claims
being recorded in
CATRON, NEW MEXICO.
the office of the county clerk of Socorio
In the Matter of the Estate of W.
comity, New Mexico, in the following
B. Shellhorn, deceased.
books and pages of Mining Location
Notice.
Reboids.
Notice is hereby given that the
Iron Cross in Book 85, page 584..
undersigned was on the 1st day of May,
Iron Bar, Book 35, page 584.
the
Probate
1922, duly appointed by
Iron Crown, Bock 35, page 537.
Court of Catron County, New Mexico
Iron Rring, Book 23, page 537.
Administratrix of the estate of W.'
D. Shellhorn duceassed,, late of said
t
Iron, Book, 71, page 102.
That said expenditure was made in
County of Catron. All persons having
claims against said estate are hereby order to holdsaid claims under the pronotilied that they are required to present visions of the laws of the United.Sf ales
nd file the same duly verified, within of America, and the state of New
the date of said Mexico, and being at. the rate of One
tie year from
pp.iintment, the time prescribed by
Law, otherwise the same will be barred nuiiuieu ioiiiub i.iW.wj per year lor
eacn claim in sam group, ana that the
Mrs. W. D. Shellhorn.
amount expended was expended as re
Administratrix.
quired by law in order to hold said
Post. Office Adress.
claims for the year 1920 and that the
Gleawood, New. Mexico.
time for the doing of which work ox-red on Juiy st, 1921.
NOTICE OF APPOINMENT OF
You and each of y ou are hereby notifiADMINISTRATOR
ed that if, within ninelyS0-fdayafter
COURT OF this notice by
IN THE PROBATE
publication, you fail or
CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.
refuse to contribute your pro rata share
of of such
In the matters of the Estate
expenditure, ynur respective
deceassed.
Walter
Hotthkiss,
interests in said claims will become the
NOTICE.
property of the subscribers under the
NOTICE is hereby given that the provisions of section 2324 revised statu:uiet signed was on the 0th day of utes of the United States; that the
pro
May 1922, duiy appointed by the Pro- rata share of each of you is as follows:
bate Court of Catron County, New
MikeMandel, his heirs, executors and
Mexico, Administrator of the ertale of administrators, the sum of Fifty-fiv- e
Walter Hotthkiss deceassed, late of Dollars and
cents T$55.64 or
id County of Catron.
of the whole amount.
All persons having claims against
Carrie M. Childers, her heirs, execu-ror- s
..talc are hereby notified that they are
and administrators, the sum of
equiitd to present arid file the same Twenty-seve- n
Dollars and seventy-seve- n
iuly verified, within one year from the
cents $27.77 or
late of said appointment, the time thereof.
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, eaetuu-ter- s
prescribed by law, otherwise tiie same
will be barred,
and administrators, the sirii'of
James Ilotchkiss,
Eighty-thre- e
Dollars and thirty-threAdministrator.
of the total
cents, $S3.33or
Post Office Address:
amount
Silver City, N. M.
The foregoing expenditure of Five
Hundred Dollars JoOO.OO was made in
sinking a shaft in the tunnel and also
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
from said tunnel,
running a cross-cDepartment of the Interior, U.S. Land all on said IRON CROWN claim, and
Office at Lis Cruces, New Mexico said work actually benefitted and tendMay 8, 1922.
ed to develop all of the claims in said
Notice k- hereby given that Robert group
J. Howell, of Luna, New Mexico who
EMIL PETFRSON,
on September 11, 1917 made Homestead
SY1 VF.ST0R GAMBLIN
Entry No. OICC88 for the Wj NFJ KE, First pub Apr2, lastpub
July 15
SW, NW NL SW. WJ SW NF
1 35
Lot
SE
Lot
NE
acres,
SWJ.Ei
16 10 acres , Si SW Lotl3 ,2.h5 acr"S.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NWJ NE
NW Lot 14 5. 90 acres
Depaatrntnt of the Interior, U.S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
Lot 14 2. 50 acres , Section 6 TownMay 6, 1922..
W.,
ship 6 S., Range 20 W., N. M. P.
Notice is hereby given th. Lcnnie
ft'eridian, containing 4G. 25 acree, hus
filed notice of intention to make final B. Scott of
New ?4exico
three ynr ProoL to establish claim to who on July 14, 1920 made Homestead
V'P laud above described before T. C. Entry No 017788 for NJ Secrion 13; SJ
Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, Section 12 Township 2 S. Range 1 W.
NewMexico.on the 1st day of July,li)22. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intentian to make final three year Proof
Claimant nsmes as witnesses: ,:
A. 0. Reynolds F. M. Swapp, Edgar to establish claim to, the land above
E. Brunk W. S. Laney of Luna New described before Justiniano Baca U.
S. Commissioner, at Magdalena, New
Nemecia Ascarate,
Me'xho.
'
Register Mexico on ihe 2tith day of June 1922.
Claimant names aswitnecses:
Sid Mathers Jaek Malhors L. B.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Moore N. A. Diggers of Gieens Gap
I. Louis Jones, have bought New Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate
Register.
of Mrs. S. M.Kitt,The Glenwood
Cash Store and she is to pay all

Thomas P. Gable
State Game and Fish Warden.

pi

'

s

fiftv-fc-

h

e

one-sixt- h

,

Greeni-jGap-

;

outstanding depts.
Louis Jones.
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